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A bstract
In this thesis, we propose a number of distributed schemes for wire­
less communications in the cross layer design context, considering an 
uplink random access network in which multiple users communicate 
with a common base station. In addition, we perform a comprehen­
sive study on a splitting based multiuser selection algorithm which is 
simple, effective, and scales with the network size.
First, we investigate a reservation-type protocol in a channel aware 
ALOHA system. Various Markovian models are used to describe the 
system and to capture the temporal correlation of the channel evo­
lution. The average throughput of the system is obtained using the 
Markov Analysis technique and we show that the reservation proto­
col can achieve better performance than the original channel-aware 
ALOHA by reducing the collision probability.
Second, for better resource utilization in the Opportunistic Multichan­
nel ALOHA scheme, we propose a simple extension to the transmis­
sion policy that exploits the idle channels. Performance analysis shows 
that, theoretically, the maximum system throughput can be improved 
by up to 63% in the asymptotic case. Through numerical results, it 
can be seen that a significant gain is achieved even when the system 
consists of a small number of users.
Third, we consider a splitting based multiuser selection algorithm in a 
probabilistic view. Asymptotic analysis leads to a functional equation, 
similar to that encountered in the analysis of the collision resolution 
algorithm. Subject to some conditions, the solution of the functional 
equation can be obtained, which provides the approximations for the 
expected number of slots and the expected number of transmissions 
required by the algorithm in a large system. These results shed light 
on open design problems in choosing parameters for the algorithm 
when considering the delay and the overhead jointly. A typical exam­
ple is to optimize the parameters that minimize the weighted sum of 
these measures of interest.
Finally, an application of the multiuser selection algorithm is demon­
strated in a study of the energy efficiency for a wireless sensor network 
with distributed beamforming. To facilitate the cooperative transmis­
sion from multiple sensors, we propose a transmission scheme consist­
ing of four phases: channel state information acquisition phase, sen­
sor selection phase, beamforming phase, and cooperative transmission 
phase. Considering the number of sensors to be selected as the design 
parameter, analysis shows that there is trade-off between the energies 
required for sensor selection plus beamforming phases and the energy 
required for cooperative transmission phase. This observation is cap­
tured by numerical results, which can provide a design guideline for 
energy saving and prolonging network lifetime.
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Chapter 1 
Introduction
1.1 Overview
With the advanced developments in technology over the last decade, wireless 
communication services are now ubiquitous and essential in our modern life. As 
an indication, the list of wireless enabled devices that a typical consumer requires 
for everyday need is long and still growing, which includes from personal hand­
held gadgets such as mobile phones, tablets, cameras, GPS navigators to office 
equipments such as printers and computers/laptops that are connected to the 
Wireless Local Area Networks (WLAN). More importantly, there is a clear trend 
toward tighter integration and seamless connections.
Typically, wireless communications between devices/terminals are provided 
over standardized networks. In this era of multimedia services, coupled with the 
explosive growth of the Internet, traffic carried over wireless networks is expected 
to be high in terms of data rate to support applications such as teleconferencing,
video streaming, network gaming, e t c  Furthermore, these applications often
require interactions between multiple users. Therefore, the most challenging is­
sues that network designers face today are how to improve the overall network 
throughput and how to allocate the available resources efficiently amongst the 
different network users.
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Traditionally, communication networks are designed based on layered models, 
an approach to simplify the implementation and maintenances. In accordance, 
similar communication functions are grouped into logical layers. Each layer is 
treated as a separate entity and is designated to perform a specific task. The 
most famous example is the Basic Reference Model [1] which has been success­
fully adopted throughout various deployments and applications worldwide. How­
ever, despite being conceptually correct, the layered architecture is now well over 
30 years old and seems to be outdated. The reason is that the network stack 
was primarily designed for wired networking which ultimately aims at improving 
the interoperability between networks’ devices/components. In the transition to 
wireless, the restrictive boundaries between layers make it difficult to cater for 
the increasing data rate demands and start creating bottleneck. Thus, in order 
to overcome the fundamental challenges, cross layer design has been coined as an 
alternative to escape from the current network model [2].
In comparisons with wired communication, the variation of channel condi­
tion over time and space due to movements and interferences, i.e., the fading 
phenomenon [3], is a completely different characteristic of the wireless physical 
channel. In the traditional design paradigm, the fading effect needs to be mit­
igated by complicated techniques in the physical layer (PHY). However, recent 
researches in cross layer design context have proved that the consideration of 
the transmission characteristic from the higher layers can be rewarded with bet­
ter performance systems [4]. For example, if the channel state information (CSI) 
from the PHY layer is shared with the MAC layer for scheduling purpose, the sys­
tem throughput can be improved substantially by allowing transmissions to/from 
users with the favorable channel conditions and exploiting the so-called multiuser 
diversity [5]. This opportunistic scheduling approach has attracted a consider­
able amount of research works over the last decade. Specifically, it was shown 
that multiuser diversity can be exploited in a distributed manner using a simple
2
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variation of the ALOHA random access protocol, referred to as the channel- 
aware ALOHA (CA-ALOHA) [6]. More recently, an opportunistic multichannel 
ALOHA (OMC-ALOHA) scheme which targets at exploiting both multiuser and 
multichannel diversities is proposed for distributed wireless system with multiple 
parallel channels [7].
In general, the opportunistic scheduling approach requires the selection of 
users with the best channel qualities for transmissions. Thus, finding an effective 
multiuser selection algorithm (MSA) is an interesting research problem in wire­
less communications, though it clearly has many other applications. Moreover, 
there has been a particular interest in distributed algorithms since, typically, the 
channel information or any other metrics related to the selection criteria are only 
available locally. For example, Qin and Berry proposed a simple splitting based 
single user selection in random access networks [8]. The splitting based selection 
algorithm was further developed by Shah et. al. [9] in an attem pt to generalize 
the algorithm. However, the lack of a comprehensive study makes it difficult to 
find an optimal MSA and to match it with potential applications.
1.2 C ontributions
In this thesis, we investigate a number of distributed opportunistic scheduling 
policies for wireless communications in the cross layer design context, considering 
an uplink random access network in which multiple users communicate with a 
common base station (BS). We then comprehensively study a novel splitting based 
MSA which is considered to be simple, effective, and scales with the network size. 
The detail contributions of the thesis are as follows:
A R eservation-type Protocol for Channel Aware ALOHA
The CA-ALOHA scheme is a simple variation of the famous ALOHA protocol 
proposed for wireless communication in the cross layer design context [6]. The
3
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scheme employs a binary scheduling policy which, to a certain extent, is an op­
timal random access protocol in the sense that the only loss due to distributed 
channel knowledge is the loss in contention for the channel. The first contribu­
tion of this thesis is an investigation of the effect of the channel memory in a 
CA-ALOHA system. Under a simple correlation model for the communication 
channels between the users and the BS, a reservation-type protocol is proposed. 
Various Markovian models are used to capture the behavior of the system. The 
average throughput is obtained using the Markov Analysis technique and we show 
that the reservation protocol leads to better system performance than the original 
CA-ALOHA by reducing the probability of collisions in transmission.
On E xploiting Idle Channels in Opportunistic M ultichannel ALOHA
In a system consisting of multiple parallel channels, OMC-ALOHA is an optimal 
random access scheme that can exploit both multiuser and multichannel diver­
sities by taking the advantage of fading channel [7]. However, as inherited from 
the nature of the contention based random access, there are a number of chan­
nels being idle and wasted in each time slot. For better resource utilization, we 
propose a simple extension to the transmission policy so that the idle channels 
can be exploited. The basic idea is to allow the users who are in sufficiently good 
channel conditions to access these channels. Performance analysis shows that, 
theoretically, the maximum system throughput can be improved by up to 63% 
in asymptotic case. Through numerical results, it can be seen that a significant 
gain is achieved even when the system consists of a small number of users. More­
over, as the number of users increases, the system performance also increases at 
the same rate with a centralized scheme, which shows that multiuser diversity is 
preserved in the proposed scheme.
4
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On a N ovel Splitting Based M ultiuser Selection A lgorithm
The term splitting algorithm originated from the Collision Resolution Algorithm 
(CRA) [10, 11], a class of random access protocols that handles the collisions by 
splitting the set of colliding users into smaller subsets and resolve them one after 
another. There have been several studies on a splitting based algorithm that 
distributively selects the best user, or in general, the q best users out of a large 
population set of size n  for scheduling purpose in the literature [8, 9]. However, 
we noted that these works only consider binary splitting with a fair coin. In 
particular, after a collision, the set of collided users is split into two subsets. 
Furthermore, the probabilities that a given user joining either subset are both 
equal to \  and thus, a natural question regarding unfair (or biased) splitting was 
left unanswered. For this reason, we generalize the splitting based MSA using 
two design parameters, namely, the contention factor and the selection factor, 
and thoroughly examine the problem in a probabilistic view. Specifically, we are 
interested in two measures: i.) the number of slots (or rounds) required for the 
algorithm, and ii.) the average number of transmissions needed. In general, the 
former can be considered to be a delay associated with the selection procedure 
and the latter represents the algorithm’s overhead.
In asymptotic case, we show that the expectations of both measurements are 
given in the form of a functional equation, similar to that encountered in the 
analysis of the CRA [12, 13, 14]. Subject to some conditions, the solution of the 
functional equation can be obtained, which provides the approximations for the 
expected number of slots and the expected number of transmissions required for 
a large system. These results shed light on open design problems in choosing pa­
rameters for the algorithm when considering the delay and the overhead jointly. 
A typical example is to optimize the parameters that minimize the weighted sum 
of these measurements of interest. Illustrative examples supported by numeri­
cal results are used to show the benefits of optimally choosing the parameters
5
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for different design purposes. In addition, we derive some lower bounds on the 
expected number of slots and the expected number of transmissions required by 
the proposed algorithms. These bounds capture the behavior of the measures as 
the number of users q to be selected increases, and it is particularly useful if q is 
considered as the main design parameter.
An Energy Efficient C ooperative Transmission Scheme w ith  D istributed  
Beam form ing and Sensor Selection in W ireless Sensor Networks
Last but not least, we demonstrate an application of the novel splitting based 
MSA in a study of the energy efficiency for a wireless sensor network (WSN) 
with distributed beamforming. Consider the scenario that multiple sensors have 
identical sensing information and would like to cooperatively transmit signals to 
a fusion center, we propose a transmission scheme consisting of four phases:
• CSI acquisition phase;
• sensor selection phase;
• beamforming phase;
• cooperative transmission phase.
Different to other transmission schemes in the literature, our proposal includes 
a new sensor selection phase that physically selects the best sensors for coopera­
tive transmission and maximize the energy efficiency. Analysis shows that there 
is a tradeoff between the energies required for sensor selection plus beamforming 
phases and the energies required for cooperative transmission phase in deciding 
the number of sensors to be selected. This observation is captured by numerical 
and simulation results, which can provide a design guideline for energy saving 
and prolonging of network lifetime.
6
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1.3 Thesis Organization
The rest of this thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 provides some back­
grounds of random access control schemes in wireless communications and an 
introduction to a standard ALOHA-type multiple access environment, which is 
used throughout the thesis. In Chapter 3, we investigate the effect of channel 
correlation in the CA-ALOHA system by studying a distributed reservation-type 
protocol. For an OMC-ALOHA set up, Chapter 4 proposes an extension to the 
transmission policy so that the idle channels can be exploited to improve the 
network resource utilization. Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 are devoted to a compre­
hensive study of a generalized splitting based MSA with two design parameters. 
In Chapter 7, an application of the MSA is demonstrated in a study of energy 
efficiency for WSN with distributed beamforming. Finally, Chapter 8 summaries 
the thesis and outlines some possible future research directions.
Note that, for mathematically tractable analysis, we only consider a standard 
simplified model of the homogeneous system, in which the users are assumed to be 
identical, throughout this thesis. Consequently,'the fairness issue is not concerned 
in our work. In the literature, the opportunistic scheduling algorithms similar to 
our study for heterogeneous system , in which the users may be different, have 
been researched [15, 7] and it has been shown that the proportional fairness [16] 
is guaranteed if each user behaves exactly as if it is still in a homogeneous system. 
In this sense, we can conjecture the same conclusion for our research.
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Parts of this work have been presented in the following journal paper and 
conference proceedings:
• T. To and J. Choi ‘On Exploiting Idle Channels in Opportunistic Multi­
channel ALOHA,” IEEE Commun. Lett., Vol. 14, No. 1, pp. 51-53, Jan. 
2010 .
• T. To, D. To, X. Wang, and J. Choi “A Reservation-type Protocol for 
Channel-aware ALOHA,” in Proc. 21st IEEE International Symposium on 
Personal Indoor and Mobile Radio Communications (PIMRC), Istanbul, 
Turkey, Sep. 2010.
• T. To, D. To and X. Wang “On the Functional Equation Arising in a Single 
User Selection Algorithm,” in Proc. IEEE GLOBECOM 2011, Houston, 
Texas, Dec. 2011.
• D. To, T. To and J. Choi “Energy Efficient Distributed Beamforming with 
Sensor Selection in Wireless Sensor Networks” , in Proc. IEEE Vehicular 
Technology Conf. (VTC), Spring 2012, Yokohama, Japan, May 2012.
Chapter 2
Background of Random Access 
Schemes for W ireless 
Communications: ALOHA and 
Collision Resolution Algorithm
2.1 Introduction
This chapter introduces fundamental backgrounds of the medium access control 
(MAC) in wireless communications. In particular, we focus on two well-known 
random access schemes: the ALOHA and the Collision Resolution Algorithm 
(CRA). These distributed scheduling algorithms importantly serve as the base­
lines of the works being presented in this thesis.
The chapter starts with an introduction to a traditional network design model 
and a MAC problem in Section 2.2. Section 2.3 is devoted to a study of the 
ALOHA concept in conjunction with the standard multiple access system mod­
els. In addition, associated stability issues are also discussed. Developments of 
the CRA and its improvements are described in details in Section 2.4. Finally, 
Section 2.5 summaries the chapter.
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2.2 Traditional N etwork D esign Paradigm  and 
the M edium  A ccess Control A lgorithm s
Traditionally, communication networks are designed based on layered models such 
as the Basic Reference Model [1]. This product of the Open Systems Intercon­
nection (OSI) effort at the International Organization for Standardization (ISO), 
often named the OSI model, defines a networking framework for implementing 
protocols in abstraction layers. In accordance, similar communication functions 
are grouped into logical layers. Components within a layer, often called instances 
of that layer, provide services to its upper layer instances while receiving services 
from instances of the layer below. Adoption of the reference model is believed 
to simplify the networking designs and maintenances for two reasons. Firstly, it 
ensures different network devices would all be compatible even if built by different 
manufacturers. Secondly, the OSI model makes network developments more ro­
bust and extensible since new protocols and network services are generally easier 
to be added to a layered architecture than to a monolithic one [17].
The OSI model briefly comprises of seven layers as shown in Fig. 2.1. Each 
layer is designated to perform a specific task. For example, the physical layer 
(PHY) defines coding methods, hardware connections, and media types for the 
actual transmission of bits over a physical medium. Up one level, the data link 
layer provides functions and procedures for transferring data between network 
entities, detecting and possibly correcting errors that may have occurred in the 
PHY layer. Originally, this layer was intended for point-to-point and point-to- 
multipoint communication as mainly seen in Wide Area Network (WAN). In 
Local Area Network (LAN) standard which was developed independently of the 
ISO work in the IEEE Project 802, the D ata Link Layer is divided into MAC and 
Logical Link Control (LLC) sub-layers following the multiple access requirement. 
As the results in the IEEE 802 series of committees, the sub-layers are specified
10
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OSI
Reference Model
Application
IEEE 802 LAN & MAN 
Reference Model
Presentation
Session
Transport
Network
Datalink
Physical
Upper
Layers
Logical Link Control 
Medium Access Control
Physical
Figure 2.1: Architectural view of the OSI and the IEEE 802 reference models
such tha t the MAC controls how a node on the network interacts with the shared 
channel while the LLC shields the higher layers from concerns with the specific 
LAN implementation [18].
The standardization of the network model is only the starting point. There 
have been a wide variety of networks designed today. Most of these networks are 
not simple point-to-point communication, and often require interactions between 
multiple users or terminals. Without a prior agreement on when a user can trans­
mit on the shared medium, we possibly end up with the situation of simultaneous 
transmissions, which can lead to an erroneous reception of data. Thus, a MAC 
protocol defining rules for orderly access the physical channel has always been 
fundamentally a key problem in communications [19, 20].
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the M edium  A ccess Control A lgorithm s
There are two conventional approaches to solve the multiple access problem. 
For protocols that belong to fixed access category such as Time Division Multiple 
Access (TDMA), Frequency Division Multiple Access (FDMA), and Code Divi­
sion Multiple Access (CDMA), each user (transmitter, mobile terminal, mobile 
device, network node etc . . . )  is allocated with a certain amount of network re­
sources, e.g., time, frequency, or the mixture of both. The user is only allowed to 
access the shared medium using its allocated resources but not those belonging 
to others. To a certain extend, this centralized scheduling based approach can 
be a very efficient solution in a small network with steady and relatively heavy 
traffic. However, when traffic is low and bursty, predefined allocation schemes 
mentioned above are not preferred due to low channel utilization and possibly 
high delay experienced by users in a large network. In this situation, contention 
based random access schemes such as ALOHA [21] and CRA [10, 11] are more ef­
ficient due to the excellent delay-throughput characteristics they offer. Moreover, 
these distributed algorithms are usually easier to implement than those based on 
the centralized approach.
The main disadvantage of random access techniques is low throughput. The 
reason is because even with a careful choice of transmission rules, there is no 
guarantee that simultaneous transmissions, i.e., conflicts or collisions, are com­
pletely avoided. In addition, the ALOHA type protocols may suffer from the 
stability issue [22]. Nevertheless, contention based access techniques have been 
widely used as the MAC protocols and/or components of reservation protocols 
in many communication environments such as mobile cellular communications, 
satellite data networks, Data Over Cable Service Interface Specification (DOC­
SIS) systems, etc, mainly because of their distributed property, especially when a 
central scheduler is not or has not been established. Digital Video Broadcasting - 
Return Channel via Satellite (DVB-RCS) [23] is a good example of how random 
access is used for channel reservation. Initially, contention slots are used for data
12
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packets and bandwidth requests. Volume Based Dynamic Capacity (VBDC) and 
constant rate assignment starts after sufficient information has been exchanged, 
resulting in a good trade off between low delay and bandwidth efficiency.
The research works being presented in this thesis have been developed based 
on two popular classes of random access protocols, namely ALOHA and CRA. 
In the rest of this chapter, the principle of the ALOHA and the development 
of the CRA are discussed in more details to provide the reader with sufficient 
background information.
2.3 ALOHA
2.3.1 T h e D evelop m ent o f th e  A L O H A
ALOHA was the first random access scheme proposed in communication. Devel­
oped by Abramson and his colleagues within the framework of the ALOHAnet 
program, the original protocol allows many remote users to share a single radio 
channel - the ALOHA channel - using a simple algorithm without the need of a
central controller [21]. In principle, its concept is nothing but transmit at will. If
packeted transmissions from two or more users are overlapped, collision occurs. 
The users whose packet collided attempt for retransmission, but at a random 
later time.
If the arrival times of the packets in an ALOHA channel can be modeled as 
a Poisson point process with parameter A packets per second, the normalized 
channel traffic can be defined as
G = Ar, (2.1)
where r  denotes the duration of a packet (in second). The normalized throughput 
of an ALOHA random access channel is then
S =  Ge~2G, (2.2)
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which implies th a t the maximum throughput th a t can be offered by the protocol 
is ^  =  0.184, which is attained when the traffic G is equal to 0.5.
The performance of the ALOHA is greatly improved if a synchronized time 
base is established and the users are allowed to transm it packets only at the be­
ginning of a time slot. In particular, it is assumed that packets to be transm itted 
are of the same length, and the time for transm itting a packet is approximately 
equals to the slot duration. Thus, any partial packet overlaps are eliminated. 
The resulting protocol is referred to as the slotted ALOIIA [24], which poten­
tially doubles the maximum throughput of the original version, i.e., j  = 0.368. 
It is not difficult to predict tha t the peak performance occurs when the channel 
traffic is equal to 1.0.
0.5
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F igu re  2.2: ALOHA th roughput
Fig. 2.2 compares the throughput of ALOHA protocols as the input load 
varies. Clearly, even with the slotted version, the offered throughput is not sig­
nificant compared with the centralized schemes which potentially achieve the 
normalized throughput of 1 (under heavy traffic condition). However, due to its 
simplicity and flexibility, the ALOHA concept became very popular and has been
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implemented commercially from early days [25, 26]. Over the last four decades, 
ALOHA and its variants have been adopted for use in all major mobile tele­
phone standards (1G, 2G and 3G) and as components of many protocols in wired 
networks.
2.3 .2  T he A L O H A -type C hannel
Ever since the landmark work by Abramson [21], most of the research works 
on ALOHA focused on the synchronized version in multiple access systems, i.e., 
the slotted ALOHA protocol. Moreover, they have been developed based on the 
so-called collision channel model. That is, if two or more users transmit at the 
same time, a collision occurs and no data is successfully delivered. Nevertheless, 
if a given slot contains a single packet transmission, the packet will be received 
correctly by the receiver. Thus, the state of the channel in any given slot can be 
one of:
• idle: no packet transmission is taking place;
• success: a single user successfully transmits its packet to the receiver;
• collision: two or more packets are being transmitted simultaneously, causing 
destructive interference among them.
Assuming that the propagation delay is negligible, at the end of each time 
slot, an instantaneous feedback is given to all transmitters so that they are aware 
of the state of the channel during the slot that just ended. In most cases, the 
feedback is ternary, denoted by i (or 0), s (or 1) and c (or e) for idle, success 
and collision, respectively. However, the uses of binary feedback of the type 
“collision-no collision” or “success-failure” are possible in some cases and have 
been considered in the literature [27].
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Overall, the synchronous (slotted) operation, collision channel model and in­
stantaneous error-free feedback form a set of common assumptions that describe 
the so-called standard environment, often termed the ALOHA-type channel [28]. 
Such standard environment has been adopted extensively for the analyses of not 
only the ALOHA but also many other multiple access systems, in conjunction 
with either finite or infinite user models. The underlying user models and the sta­
bility issues associated with the ALOHA protocols are explained in the following 
sub-section.
2.3 .3  U ser M odels and th e  S tab ility  Issues  
Infinite U ser M odel
The infinite user model describes a system with the unlimited number of users 
where each user has a buffer with capability of storing at most one packet. With 
this assumption, no queues of packets are formed by users. The users who have 
packet to transmit are called backlogged users and the only queue that is con­
sidered in this model is the queue of backlogged users. Once a backlogged user 
successfully transmitted its packet, it is dropped out of the system. Further­
more, it is assumed that the number of packets generated in the network during 
each time slot is a random variable, commonly modeled with Poisson distribu­
tion [19, 20], and they always arrive at the newly generated users. This model, 
although unrealistic, captures the multiple access systems with a large number 
of users and a relatively small arrival rate. Under these conditions, the fraction 
of backlogged users is typically small and new arrivals at backlogged users are 
almost negligible. In addition, the model greatly simplify the system description 
and the analysis since it does not distinguish between the terms backlogged users 
and waiting packets, making them interchangeable.
Given a slotted ALOHA random access system, backlogged users attempt 
their transmissions with probability p. In usual analysis, the number of back­
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logged users X t at the beginning of a time slot t is modeled as a discrete time 
homogeneous Markov chain, assumed to be aperiodic and irreducible. The sys­
tem is said to be unstable if the associated Markov chain is transient which is 
the case that the number of backlogged users becomes infinite with probability 
one as time approaches to infinity x. Unfortunately, this is always the case for 
the slotted ALOHA with a static transmission probability [22]. Thus, stabilizing 
the system by adaptively controling the global variable p is an important issue 
related to the design of slotted ALOHA. Several methods to solve the transmis­
sion control (back-off) problem under the infinite user model have been reported. 
For example, Hajek [29] suggested a simple method to directly control p based on 
the feedback, while Clare [30] proposed an algorithm to estimate the number of 
backlogged users, then compute p using the backlog estimate. Both examples are 
efficient in the sense that they can achieve the theoretical maximum (or almost) 
throughput of slotted ALOHA, i.e.,  ^ packets/slot.
Finite U ser M odel
As mentioned, the infinite user model is unrealistic. In practice, we often en­
counter multiple access systems with a finite number of users, each has a (pos­
sibly) large buffer to store packets. However, a real system can be alternatively 
viewed as containing an infinite set of users if each user regards itself as a set of 
virtual users, one for each packet queued in its buffer. Thus, given a multiple 
access algorithm and that we allow for packets from virtual users to compete with 
each others, theoretical analyses related to the infinite user model provide a lower 
bound on the maximum stable throughput (MST) as well as an upper bound on 
the expected packet delay of the system.
1 Definition for the stability of the system is sometimes (informally) made related to the 
expected packet delay [19].
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W ith regard to the finite user model, the evolution of the queues at the buffers 
and the stability property of the slotted ALOHA system have been well stud­
ied [31, 32, 33, 34, 35]. From a queuing theoretic point of view, stability can be 
interpreted as the convergence of the queue length in distribution to a proper ran­
dom variable, i.e., there exists a proper limiting distribution. Formally, consider 
a multiple access system with N  users and let the N - tuple =  (Qi \  . . . ,  Q $)  
represents the queue lengths of the buffers at the beginning of time slot t, the 
stability can be defined as follow.
Definition 1 [31, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38]: For any random vector of natural number 
x € NN, the system is said to be stable if  there exists a F (x ) such that
lim Pr{Q* < x} =  F(x)
t->  oo
and lim F{x) — 1, (2.3)
x -» o o
where F(x)  is the limiting distribution function, and by x  —>• oo, we understand 
that Xi —> oo for all i G X =  {1, . . . ,  N }.
Furthermore, if the packet arrival at the queues is also a multi-dimensional 
stochastic process with the mean arrival rate denoted by A =  (Ai, . . . ,  Aat), it 
would be natural to expect a queuing system to be stable if the average arrival 
rate is less than the average departure rate [39]. This gives rise to the following 
characterization of stability.
Definition 2 [34, 37]: For the N-user slotted ALOHA system with a given arrival 
process distribution, the stability region is defined as a closure of the set of arrival 
rates X  = (Ai, . . . ,  X n ) such that there exists a vector of transmission probabilities 
p =  (pi , . . .  , P n ) for which the queues in the system are stable.
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The first complete characterization of the stability region of slotted ALOHA 
for the two-user case was given by Tsybakov and Mikhailov [31]. Unfortunately, 
the characterization of the stability region for the general A-user case turned out 
to be extremely difficult for queuing theoretic analysis due to complex interactions 
among the queues. For the symmetric case when all users are identical, Tsybakov 
and Mikhailov [31] showed that maximum stable throughput is ( l — •^)7V \  Let­
ting N  —> cx), we again obtain the asymptotic stable throughput of A
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2.4.1 S p littin g  A lgorithm  and Tree S tructure R epresen­
ta tio n
The ALOHA and its variations form probably the most popular family of MAC 
protocols due to the maturity of being the first random access technique intro­
duced. They suffer, however, from stability problem as mentioned in the previous 
section. Effectively, the ALOHA protocols have zero capacity if no control pro­
cedure is employed to stabilize the queue(s) [22]. The next major breakthrough 
in the area of distributed scheduling was the invention of the CRA, a contention 
based- algorithm which, as its name suggests, handles the collisions by resolv­
ing them as soon as they occur. The simplest protocol of this type was first 
introduced in late 1970s by Capetanakis [10] and, independently, by Tsybakov 
and Mikhailov [11], who described the collision resolution procedure using a tree 
structure. Later, Berger [40] and Wolf [41] noted that the underlying concept 
had been known for long time in the context of a “Group Testing” [42, 43, 44].
Similar to the ALOHA, the CRA and its variants have been intensively studied 
under the standard ALOHA-type channel environment. The algorithm, however, 
is not only provably stable but also achieves a higher maximum throughput than 
the slotted ALOHA protocol. Broadly speaking, it follows a “divide and conquer”
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procedure tha t exploits the feedback information available to users to control 
retransmission process. 'Whenever transmissions in a time slot result in a collision, 
the set of users involved is split into smaller subsets, for instance, randomly by 
tossing a multi-faces coin. The subsets are then scheduled for transmissions in 
the subsequent time slots, one after another. If the next transmission is, again, a 
collision, the procedure is repeated. Otherwise, the subset is said to be satisfied, 
i.e., on the reception of a success or an idle feedback l . We say tha t the original 
collision is completely resolved when all the subsets have been satisfied (all the 
backlogged users involved with the collision have been transm itted successfully) 
and the time it takes is called a collision resolution interval (CRI).
X • • AB.C A B,C B.C B,C B C D,E D E • •
Departure Time
AB C D Addresses: B:1100.
A: 0...
D: 00.. 
E: I... 
C: 1101...
F ig u re  2.3: Example of a  binary standard  tree
The nature of the algorithm described leads to an alternative term  for the 
algorithm: the Splitting Algorithm. It can be graphically represented by a tree 
structure as depicted in Fig. 2.3, where the root of the tree being the first slot 
of the CRI. This binary tree example is very similar to the original Capetanakis- 
Tsybakov-Mikhailov algorithm [10, 11], and is commonly referred to as the stan­
dard tree algorithm (STA) [28]. If the root of the tree is an idle state, or results
Tf the system operates with binary type feedback, one can use “no-collision” to represent 
a satisfaction of a transmission, i.e., to indicate both success or an idle collectively
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in a successful transmission, it is a terminal node. Otherwise, two subtrees em­
anating from the root, where each one represent a subset of users involved with 
the original collision after splitting.
2.4 .2  C hannel A ccess A lgorithm s
To a certain extent, CRA as explained previously is simply a distributed algo­
rithm that handles collisions. Since it is originated from a well-known concept 
“Group Testing” , it obviously can have applications in various contexts. In term 
of communication, CRA must be combined with a Channel Access Algorithm 
(CAA) which specifies when new packets may join a CRI in order to form a 
complete random access protocol.
The first CAA proposed in the late 1970s is the gated channel access [10, 11]. 
According to this algorithm, packets arriving at the system during a CRI are 
buffered and get transmitted at the beginning of the next CRI. That said, in 
order to join the CRA, packets have to go through a gate. The gate opens only 
at the beginning of a new CRI to allow the waiting packets in. It is then closed 
before the next transmission takes place and remains so until the end of the CRI.
With gated access (GA) algorithm, the durations of two consecutive CRIs 
are correlated since all packets generated during a CRI get transmitted in the 
following one. A long CRI is likely to be followed by another long CRI and vice 
versa [28]. This is critically an issue that limits the system performance because 
allowing a large number of packets in a CRI is undesirable and should be avoided. 
Consequentially, protocols with GA, though stable, offer lowest capacity amongst 
those of the same family.
An approach to break such correlation and ensure that a more reasonable 
number of users to join the CRA at the beginning of a CRI is the window channel 
access method suggested by Massey [45]. The algorithm resembles GA, but when
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the gate opens, only packets that arrived in a specified time period - a window on 
the arrival time axis - are allowed to join the new CRI. Let 5 be the maximum 
window size specified by the window access (WA) algorithm. Also, let r  be the lag 
of the algorithm, defined as the time from the end of the current window (right 
boundary), until the end of the CRI it generates. The size of the next window 
can simply be min{r, 5}. Alternatively, instead of having a variable window size, 
a constant window size can be maintained by forcing the users to delay the start 
of the next CRI, if necessary, until the maximum window size is reached. In 
this case, the algorithm is called simplified window algorithm (SWA). Although 
the SWA exhibits higher delay than the WA, it is not difficult to see that they 
naturally have the same capacity [28].
GA and WA algorithm are collectively referred to as blocked access. In com­
parison with them, free access (FA) [46, 12, 13, 47] is far more simple algorithm: 
new packets are transmitted immediately at the beginning of the next slot follow­
ing their arrival. With this method, the users can join the CRI at any time and 
they do not need to keep track of the transmission history (in term of feedback) 
to decide the CRI boundaries. Therefore, the network need not be brought up 
simultaneously; instead, users can drop in and out at random. This important 
property is usually referred to as limited sensing [28] and is the main advantage 
of FA over blocked access in term of implementation.
Fig. 2.4 and Fig. 2.5 present graphical examples of binary splitting algorithms 
with WA and FA, respectively. The STA depicted in Fig. 2.3 uses GA. The same 
input scenario is assumed in all three examples for a fair comparison.
2.4 .3  A d dressing  Schem es and Stack Im p lem en tation
There are many ways for the set of users to be split after a collision. For example, 
in the case of STA, one can assume that each user has a binary address. After
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F igu re 2.4: Example of a binary tree w ith window access
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B.C B.C D B,C B,C B C
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Departure Time
A B C  D Addresses: B: 1100...
F igu re 2.5: Example of a  binary tree w ith free access
a collision, users can use the corresponding bits of the addresses to decide which 
subsets to join. This scheme is called deterministic addressing. Alternatively, 
users may join one of the subsets at random, i.e., random addressing, by gener­
ating a random bit and choose the first subset (resp. second subset) if it is 0 
(resp. 1) [28]. Another common way is to use the arrival time of the packet as 
the index for making decision [48, 49, 50], hence the term  arrival-time addressing. 
For this approach, packets tha t arrived in the first half of the last tried interval
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will join the first subset after a collision, while those arrived in the second half 
collectively form the second subset. Note that, window channel access algorithm 
does not imply the use of arrival time addressing. Nevertheless, a combination 
of the blocked access and the arrival time addressing would normally result in a 
protocol th a t have a first come first serve (FCFS) property 1.
c /  p
packet
su cce ssfu lly
transm itted
end o f  CRIstart -
F igu re 2.6: Stack In terpreta tion  of the STA [28]
(Labels show feedback /  splitting probability)
Up to this point, we have all the required elements to describe a complete 
collision resolution random access protocol. Fig. 2.6 presents a stack interpreta­
tion of the binary STA. Each user maintains two variables, which are the local 
stack pointer and the system stack pointer. While the latter is used by the CAA 
to determine the CRI boundaries, the former is used by the CRA to schedule 
transmission attem pts from the user. When the system stack is at the top level, 
the user assume it is the beginning of a new CRI. Also, a user can transm it if 
its packet is at the top of the local stack. The system stack gets pushed one
however, the term FCFS is often used for the Gallager-Tsybakov-Mikhailov algorithm, 
also known as the 0.487 algorithm [48, 51, 52]
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level after a collision, while the local stack does so only if the user decides to join 
the second subset after a collision (generate a random bit “1” , for example, with 
random addressing) or did not participate in the last collision. For STA, both 
stacks get popped after a no-collision (success or idle) slot. When the system is 
brought up, all users start with their packets at the top of each stack.
As mentioned, when the FA algorithm is used, users do not need to keep 
track of the CRI boundaries. Consequently, the system stack pointer is no longer 
required. A user with a newly generated packet sets its local pointer to the top 
of the stack and transmits immediately in the following slot [46, 12, 13, 47]. If 
no other users transmit, the packet is successful. However, if there is another 
transmission (or more), collision occurs and no packet gets though. In either 
case, other users cannot distinguish whether the successful transmission/collision 
is due to a new packet transmission or those previously involved. Thus, it makes 
no differences in their perspective and they simply push or pop their local stacks 
according to the feedback they receive.
2.4 .4  Im provem ents to  th e  Standard Tree A lgorith m  
A M odified Tree A lgorithm  - Level Skipping
The original STA sees no difference between success and idle slots. Thus, only 
binary type feedback “collision-no collision” is required. If ternary feedback is 
available and that the collision is followed by an idle slot, it is obvious that all the 
packets involved with the collision will be scheduled for transmission in the next 
slot (assigned to the second subset), thus, will be generating another guaranteed 
collision. Therefore, it serves no purpose to let the algorithm to proceed with 
this transmission and waste another slot. Instead, the algorithm can be modified 
to omit this step and jump directly to the next level of the tree. The algorithm 
in this case is referred to as the modified tree algorithm (MTA) or the level
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skipping algorithm [19, 20, 28]. This simple modification increases the capacity 
of the splitting algorithm from 0.346 [10, 11] - which is below the capacity of 
(stabilized) ALOHA to 0.375 [11, 45]. Unfortunately, it does have an unexpected 
side effect: the deadlock situation in the presence of feedback error. In specific, 
if a single idle slot is incorrectly interpreted as a collision, the active set, though 
empty, will be split into 2 sub-(empty)-sets. The next slot will likewise be idle, 
and the MTA will automatically split the second empty subset again and again 
endlessly, causing deadlock. Therefore, in practice, the number of successive level 
skipping slots should be limited, say, to the maximum value h, which can be 
moderately large if the feedback is quite reliable, otherwise h should be small. 
Note that the STA is not exposed to the same problem and is more robust than 
the MTA since the second empty subset always gets transmitted.
B iased  S p littin g  and  d-a ry  S p litting
The basic STA performs optimally when fair splitting is used. Intuitively, this 
is predictable from the symmetry of the algorithm description as well as the 
respective equations arising in studying the system performance l . The MTA, on 
the other hand, treats the second subset differently if the first subset was empty. 
Thus, for better performance, biased splitting becomes nature. It is shown that 
the performance of MTA with GA attained the normalized capacity of 0.381 when 
the splitting probability is optimally chosen [47]. For the case of WA, if both the 
(maximum) window size and the splitting probability are optimized, the MST of 
the protocol is 0.468, somewhat impressive in comparison with the (stabilized) 
ALOHA.
Although Tsybakov and Mikhailov described their first CRA through d-ary 
trees [11], the formal generalization and analysis was only carried out in mid- 
1980s [47]. Interestingly, it was shown that ternary splitting is optimal for certain
lrThe chapter is devoted for background information and we omit all related detail analyses 
of the CRA protocols. Interested readers are referred to [19, 20, 28] for rather complete surveys 
and discussions.
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protocols, for example the STA with GA/FA or the MTA with FA. In addition, 
it is not difficult to modify the addressing schemes and the stack implementation 
to adapt to the change. More specially, a level is skipped if all d — 1 previous 
slots at the same level were empty.
Tree Prunning and the FCFS A lgorithm
The next important observation about the Tree Algorithm is tree prunning, which 
was independently discovered by Gallager [48], Tsybakov and Mikhailov [51], and 
others (Ruget and/or Pellaumai [53]). The idea of tree prunning is as follows: if 
the first subset after a collision also results in another collision, we have no infor­
mation about the number of packets in the second subset. In theory, this second 
subset is likely to be empty, and a slot might be wasted if the algorithm proceeds 
with it. Thus, instead of following the normal operation, it is more efficient to 
drop this subset from further consideration in the current CRI, i.e, to prune the 
tree branch, and to combine it with some other yet unexamined traffic. A com­
plete random access protocol with a combination of level skipping, tree prunning, 
arrival time addressing and WA is often known as the Part-and-Try algorithm, 
the FCFS algorithm, the Gallager-Tsybakov-Mikhailov algorithm, or simply the 
0.487 algorithm. Further study on modifications to the FCFS algorithm using 
optimal dynamic biased splitting leads to the most efficient contention based 
multiple access protocol to date, which can achieves the MST of 0.4878 pack­
ets/slot [49], again, assuming an infinite population and a Poisson arrival model.
2.5 Sum mary
In summary, the medium access control problem has always been a fundamental 
issue in communications. Solutions to this problem are often classified into two 
categories depending on the network resources allocation. While fixed access
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schemes such as TDMA and FDMA are effective in small networks with steady 
and heavy traffic, random access control protocols perfectly suit large networks 
with bursty traffic due to the excellent delay-throughput characteristics they offer.
In this chapter, we provided some background on the two well-known con­
tention based techniques: the ALOHA and the CRA. The former was the first 
random access scheme proposed in communication. In principle, its concept is 
nothing but transmit at will. In the event of a collision, the users involved attempt 
the retransmission at random time later. Due to flexibility and simplicity of the 
algorithm, the ALOHA and its variations have been adopted widely as the MAC 
protocol and components of the reservation protocols in many communication 
environments.
The ALOHA protocol suffers from low throughput and stability problem. The 
next major breakthrough in random access was the introduction of the CRA, a 
distributed algorithm which handles the collisions by resolving them as soon as 
they occurs. In particular, it exploits the feedback information available to users 
algorithmically to control retransmission process. In terms of communications, 
a CRA needs to be combined with a CAA in order to realize a random access 
protocol. Interestingly, protocols of this type are not only provably stable but 
also can achieve a higher maximum throughput than the slotted ALOHA.
There has been number of researches on the CRA over the last three decades. 
Of all the developments and variations of the CRA, the FCFS algorithm using 
optimal dynamic biased splitting is the most efficient contention based random 
access protocol, which achieves the MST of 0.4787 packets/slot for the infinite 
population model and the Poisson arrival distribution.
The principles of the above mentioned distributed scheduling techniques are 
the baseline of the research in this thesis. In particular, we present the ALOHA- 
type protocols in cross layer design context in Chapter 3 and 4. We then propose 
a novel splitting based multiuser selection algorithm (MSA) using two design
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parameter. This proposal shares the “divide and conquer” principle with the 
CRA; therefore, the two problems are naturally related. However, it shall be 
noted that the MSA may have many applications, which includes scheduling in 
wireless communication as we are studying in this thesis. Probabilistic studies 
on the MSA in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 lead to the lower bounds and the 
exact expressions for the calculation of two measures of interest in the asymptotic 
case. Finally, Chapter 7 demonstrates an application of the proposed splitting 
algorithm in a cooperative transmission scheme with the distributed beamforming 
for wireless sensor networks.
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Chapter 3 
A Reservation-Type Protocol for 
Channel-Aware ALOHA
3.1 Introduction
Traditionally, communication systems have been designed based on the layered 
structure where the OSI model [1] is typically adopted. In this way, commu­
nication protocols for different layers are developed independently, making de­
signs and maintenances flexible. In particular, systems can be deployed with 
devices/components/equipment from different manufactures. Furthermore, re­
placement of the protocol implementation in one layer can be done seamlessly 
without any effect on other layers [17]. While this abstraction model is provably 
useful in designing wired networks, the limited interaction between logical layers 
can be an issue in wireless networking due to completely different characteristics 
of the physical channel that needs to be coped with. For example, variations of 
the channel states over time and space due to movements and interferences, i.e., 
the fading phenomenon [3], limit the performance of the wireless systems. Thus, 
in transition from wired to wireless communications, cross layer design has been 
used as an alternative to the traditional paradigm [2]. The principle idea behind 
exchanging information between layers is to use various parameters from different 
layers for joint optimization of the protocols across the communication stack.
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In particular, given a multiuser communication system, if the channel state 
information (CSI) from the physical layer (PHY) is shared with the MAC layer 
for scheduling purposes, the system throughput can be improved substantially by 
allowing transmissions to/from the users with the favorable channel conditions 
exploit the multiuser diversity [5] inherent in the wireless environment. While this 
opportunistic scheduling approach attracted a number of researches [54, 55, 56, 57, 
16] and has been incorporated into the practical design of Qualcomm’s High Data 
Rate system (Evolution Data Optimized or Evolution Data Only first generation - 
lxEV-DO) [58] for downlink, the associated overhead and the long delay incurred 
by obtaining the CSI are not easy to justify in the reverse direction (uplink). For 
this reason, there is a recent line of works that study the effect of CSI on the 
distributed multiple access networks (see [36, 6, 15] and the references therein). 
In these papers, a common assumption is that each user only has access to its own 
CSI - this is often termed the decentralized CSI (D-CSI) assumption. Specifically, 
Qin and Berry [6] showed that the multiuser diversity can still be exploited in a 
distributed manner using a simple variation of the ALOHA protocol, referred to 
as the channel-aware ALOHA (CA-ALOHA). In this scheme, a user transmits its 
data (with probability 1) to the common receiver, only if its channel gain is higher 
than a predetermined threshold Ht. The threshold value is chosen to maximize 
the probability of success for each transmission, hence, maximize the system 
throughput. Asymptotically, this binary scheduling policy is an optimal random 
access scheme in the sense that only loss due to distributed channel knowledge 
is the loss due to contention for the channel. The ratio of the throughput of 
the CA-ALOHA to the throughput of the centralized system 1 is shown to be
a well-known ratio achieved by the ordinary slotted ALOHA system. This 
intuitive claim was later formally proved by Yu and Giannakis [15]. Furthermore,
!The centralized system, in this sense, is the system in which the common receiver has 
full knowledge of the CSI of all communication channels from the users and is responsible for 
coordinating (scheduling) transmissions for the users.
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the authors of [15] also stated that the channel with memory does not affect the 
maximum throughput of the system since the users do not cooperate. Each user 
simply makes its own transmission decision based on the expected contention in 
the current time slot, but not on any previous channel history. Nevertheless, the 
above statement does not imply that knowledge of the channel memory cannot 
be exploited.
In this chapter, we study the impact of the channel temporal correlation in 
a CA-ALOHA system. Under a simple correlation model for communication 
channels between users and the base station (BS) x, where the channel can be 
one of the two states ‘GOOD’ or ‘BAD’, a reservation-type protocol is proposed. 
Its principle is to allow the transmitting user who is experiencing a ‘GOOD’ state 
to reserve the channel for the subsequent time slots until its channel turns ‘BAD’. 
We will show that the system can enjoy higher throughput than the traditional 
CA-ALOHA as the probability of collisions is reduced.
Ever since the landmark work by Abramson [21], there has been a vast number 
of researches on the ALOHA and its variation. In particular, the reservation-type 
protocols such as the reservation ALOHA (R-ALOHA) and packet reservation 
multiple access (PRMA) have been proposed and analyzed assuming the static 
channel model [59, 60, 61, 62, 63]. However, to the best of our knowledge, there 
has been no work that considered reservation-type protocols in the cross-layer 
design perspective. Therefore, our ultimate aim is to provide an insight into 
exploiting channel time correlation in the random access.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 3.2, the CA-ALOHA 
system and the correlated channel model are described. Section 3.3 explains the 
proposed reservation-type protocol. Markovian models that are used to obtain 
the system throughput are developed in Section 3.4. Numerical study is presented 
in Section 3.5 to justify our proposal. Finally, Section 3.6 concludes this chapter.
1 Throughout the thesis, the term BS will be consistently used as an alternative to the 
common receiver, central node, access point, etc terms, unless stated otherwise.
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3.2.1 R andom  A ccess N etw ork M odel
We consider a time-slotted random access network where N  users would like to 
send data to a central BS over a shared medium. The channels between the 
users and the BS are assumed to be block-fading [64]. That is, channel states 
remain unchanged within each time slot and varies from one slot to another. 
At the beginning of each time slot, it is assumed that each user only knows its 
own CSI, i.e., the D-CSI assumption. We only consider packet transmissions and 
assume that the users are homogeneous, meaning that the statistical properties 
of the user channels are identical. For communications between the users and 
the BS, the collision channel model is assumed [19, 20]. In particular, the BS 
can receive at most one packet in each time slot and a collision occurs if there is 
more than one user transmitting at the same time. At the end of a time slot, the 
BS broadcasts a ternary feedback to all the users to indicate the outcome of just 
ended time slot. The feedback message can be 0, 1 or e, representing the idle, 
success, or collision outcomes, respectively.
Note that, in this chapter, we assume a full-load scenario. That is, the users 
always have data to transmit. With this assumption, stability issue will not be 
considered. Instead, we direct our attention on studying the system throughput 
(in the other words, the probability of successful transmission) using a reservation- 
type protocol.
In the original CA-ALOHA framework [6, 15], the system employs a binary 
transmission scheduling policy. A user decides to transmit its data based on the 
outcome of the comparison between its channel gain and a threshold Ht. The 
threshold value is chosen such that the average transmission probability s, i.e., the 
probability that the channel gain is above Ht, is equal to jj. More importantly, 
it is often assumed that the channel states are independent in time domain and
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each user makes the transmission decision purely based on its channel state at the 
beginning of each time slot. In this chapter, we consider a scenario where the users 
experience correlated fading over time. As a temporal correlation is considered, 
it is likely that a user with good channel state in a given time slot can have its 
channel condition unchanged in subsequent slots. Therefore, collisions could be 
reduced if that user can reserve the communication channel in a number of time 
slots provided that its channel is still ‘GOOD’. In this section, the correlated 
fading channel model is explained.
3.2 .2  C hannel M odel
As we consider a homogeneous system, all the wireless links between the users 
and the BS have the identical channel statistics. The channel condition over time 
can be modeled as a two-state Markov chain as shown in Fig. 3.1. In each time 
slot, the ‘GOOD’ or ‘BAD’ (G or B ) state indicates that the user has channel 
gain greater or smaller than a threshold value Ht . As mentioned, the probability 
of the channel gain greater than Ht is s = jj. Consequently, the steady-state 
probabilities of state G and B  are given by no = s and 7Tb =  1 — s, respectively. 
This channel model is in fact a simplified finite-state Markov channel model that 
can be found in [65, 66]. Denote by pgb and Pbg the transition probabilities 
from G to B  and from B  to G, respectively. It can be shown that the transition 
probabilities are given by
P g b  = r ( l  -  s);
P b g  = rs, (3.1)
for some r £ (0,1]. Here, r  is the correlation factor of the channel model. Note 
that when r = 1, the channel is memoryless. Smaller values of r  representing the 
higher correlations between the channel gains in two consecutive time slots. In 
reality, the exact value of r depends on the specification of an underlying practical
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scenario. For example, under the same time coherence, the longer slot duration 
will lead to a decrease in correlation between slots and hence larger r.
P g b
F ig u re  3.1: Model C: Markov chain modeling temporal correlation for the wireless 
communication channel between a user and the BS
3.3 R eservation-Type Protocol
Our simple reservation-type protocol is described as follows. If the outcome of 
the previous time-slot is not successful, i.e., on the reception of 0 or e feedback, 
all the users in the system contend for the channel as in the conventional CA- 
ALOHA [6]. However, when the outcome is successful (a feedback message “1” is 
broadcast to all users), the channel can be reserved by the transmitting user. The 
channel reservation remains valid for as long as the reserving user still experiences 
a good channel state. During this time, other users are not allowed to access the 
channel, thus no collisions happen.
In the description above, we assume tha t the inactive user who has ‘GOOD’ 
channel condition in a time slot know if the medium is reserved or has been 
released so that they can start contending for the channel later on. Effectively, 
this assumption makes the scheme analogous to the R-ALOHA with the end-of- 
use flag included [60, 61]. The mechanism facilitating this principle is as follows. 
The reserving user transmits immediately at the beginning of the time slot it 
would like to reserve without hesitation. Meanwhile, the waiting users sense the 
medium for a short duration, called a mini-slot. A busy sensing outcome at the
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end of the mini-slot indicates that the channel is reserved for the communication. 
In this case, the waiting users back-off (defer the transmissions in order not to 
interfere with the current transmission) and try again in the next time slot. Note 
that, the idea of using a mini-slot is not new and has appeared, for example, 
in [67] and more recently in [6, 8]. It is often assumed that the duration of 
mini-slot is very small compared to the duration of time slot, therefore, the time 
wasted for mini-slot sensing is negligible.
Intuitively, the proposed reservation protocol can reduce the collision proba­
bility between the users, hence, the system performance is improved. However, it 
does have one undesirable side effect. Once the user reserves the channel, other 
users have to wait for the channel being released before they can start contending 
for the channel, thereby causing the additional delay. In other words, the pro­
posed protocol is not suitable for delay constrained applications. Nevertheless, 
statistically, all users experience independent channel conditions. Therefore, in 
longterm, the fairness of channel access is guaranteed.
3.4 System  Throughput Based on 
M arkov Chain Analysis
The technique we employ to study the system performance in this chapter is a 
well-known Markov Analysis [60, 61]. In this section, we formulate the Markovian 
models that are necessary for calculation of the system throughput. Firstly, to 
distinguish between the Markov chain models, we refer to the Markov chain 
representing the channel state of each user in Fig. 3.1 as Model C  with state 
space (G, 15}.
The entire system can be viewed as a (N  +  l)-states Markov chain, referred 
to as Model with state space {0,1, . . . ,  N ]  as depicted in Fig. 3.2 1. In a
1The super-script (N ) indicates that we are considering N  users in total.
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given time slot, the system being in state i implies that there are i users in G 
state. Throughout this chapter, since we assume the system in a steady-state, 
the time slot indexes can be dropped.
Ui,i+k
i + k
F ig u re  3.2: Model D: Markov chain modeling the number of users in ‘GOOD’ 
state in given a time slot
Denote by <J)^ = [<f>o*\ . . . ,  </>^] the steady-state distribution of Model
D(N\  Since is the probability that i users are in state G, <j>\N  ^ has a binomial 
distribution with the parameters N  and s = jj, i.e.,
( 3 ' 2 )
It can be seen from (3.2) that the steady-state distribution of is inde­
pendent of the correlation factor r. In addition, we also note that the throughput 
of the original CA-ALOHA is equal to the steady-state probability of state 1, i.e., 
The average probability of having exactly one user in G state in a given 
time slot is given by
Tc A - A L O H A  =  0 1 ^  =  (1 — ( 3 - 3 )
Let be the transition matrix of Model D^NK The ( i , j ) th element, de­
noted by \  is the one-step transition probability from state i to state j .  The
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transition probabilities are obtained as follows:
m « W 4 I* \
0 < i < N ,  0 < k < N  — i; (3.4)
min (i—k ,N —i)
j=0
0 < i < N ,  0 < k < i . (3.5)
In order to calculate the system throughput of the reservation-type protocol, 
we consider another Markovian model which necessitates a state description con­
sisting of the outcome of the transmission in each time slot. The third Markov 
chain is referred to as Model E.  In this model, each state has two parameters, 
which is denoted by (t , / ) ,  where i, i € {0,1, . . . ,  N},  indicates the number of 
users in G state during the given time slot and /  € {F, S } indicates the outcome 
of the slot. Here, S  and F  denote the successful (feedback message from BS is 1) 
and the unsuccessful outcomes (feedback message from BS is 0 or e), respectively. 
A graphical presentation of Model E  is given in Fig. 3.3. Note that this model 
has 2N  states in total since (0, S) and (1, F ) are invalid states 1.
Denote by ^  =  [^(0,f), -0(1,5), </>(2 ,f), ^(2,5 ), • • •, V^v.f), ip(N,s)] the steady-state 
distribution of Model E.  The throughput of the reservation protocol is then 
obtained by
which can be graphically seen as a sum of the probabilities of states bounded
1In Section 3.2, we assumed a standard ALOHA-type environment, i.e., collision channel 
and ternary feedback. However, up to this point, we see that the reservation-type protocol can 
operate with binary feedback of type “S - success” and “F - failure”.
T R e s - C A - A L O H A (3.6)
by the dashed curve in Fig. 3.3. In addition, it can be seen with the aid of the
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X
X
\
/ \
F ig u re  3.3: Model E : Markov chain indicating the number of users in ‘GOOD’ 
state in a given time slot and the outcome of that slot
dotted curves in Fig. 3.3 that
0 0  = P^(o,F) ;
0 1  =  0 ( 1  ,s) — T Ca - a l o h a \
to that of the CA-ALOHA. It is predicted that the equality holds if  r = 1, which 
is the case when the channel states are independent from one time slot to another 
(no correlation).
Note that the performance gain of the reservation scheme is due to the fact 
that the probability of collision is reduced.
Our aim is to calculate the steady-state distribution of Model E. Denote by 
V  the one-step transition matrix of Model E. Each element v^>m),(j,n)> h j  £ 
{0,1, . . .  , iV}, m, n 6 {F, S'}, of V , which represents the transition probability 
from state ( i , 7 7 i )  to (j,ri), is obtained as follows.
(3.7)
From (3.6) and (3.7), we have the following observation.
O bserva tion  1 The throughput of the reservation scheme is greater than or equal
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Case 1: The current state is {i,F),  i ^  1. The transition from (i, F)  to 
(j, S),  2 <  j  < N,  is invalid, i.e., V(its),(j,F) =  0 V i ^  1, 2 < j  < N , since having 
the successful transmission after a channel contention period can only occur if 
there is a single user with good channel condition. Thus, the possible transitions 
from (z,F),  i ^  1, can only be (z, F) —> (j, F), j  ^  1, and (z, F) —>■ (1,5) with 
the probabilities:
(N ) • -L  1
V(i,F)>(l,S) =  U i, i  , I  T  1;
V(i,F),v,F) = UiNj \  h3 ^  1, (3.8)
where is computed as in (3.4) and (3.5).
Case 2: The current state is (z, 5), z > 0. The transition from (z, S) to (N, F) 
is not allowed, i.e., v^ s),(n ,f ) =  0 V i 6 { 0 , 1 , . . . , iV}, since having unsuccessful 
transmission in a slot after a reservation period can only occur if the reserving user 
releases the channel, that is, its channel condition becomes bad and consequently, 
there are at most (N —l ) users in ‘GOOD’ state. The other transition probabilities 
are given by
(JV—1) . ( N - 1)
V(i,s),(i ,s) =  P g g  U j - 1,0 +  P g b  z V i . i  ; 
v ii,s),U,F) =  PGB 3 i  ^  N \
V(i,s),(j,s) =  P g g  1 < j  < (3.9)
where is the transition probability from state z to state j  of Model D(N_1\
which is formed by considering a system with N  — l users (excluding the user 
who is reserving the channel) and the states are the number of users in G state. 
The transition probability u-j can be calculated as for Model using (3.4) 
and (3.5).
It is well-known that steady-state distribution 0  of Model E  is the normalized 
eigenvector associated with the eigenvalue 1 of V  [68]. The normalization is 
necessary to guarantee that = 1- Finally, the system throughput can
be calculated from 0  using (3.6).
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F ig u re  3.4: Throughput vs. number of users of CA-ALOHA system with a 
reservation-type protocol
Based on calculations in the previous section, we perform numerical study 
to obtain the performance of the proposed reservation scheme. Fig. 3.4 shows 
the system throughput Trcs- ca- aloha versus the number of users N  for differ­
ent values of the correlation factor r. For given r, we observe that the system 
throughput approaches a stable value when N  is sufficiently large, which is similar 
to the traditional ALOHA. Specially, when r = 1, corresponding to the case of 
memoryless channel, the stable throughput approximates 0.368, the well-known 
 ^ fraction for the ALOHA random access protocol. However, as r  is close to 
0, i.e., the channel is highly correlated, the system performance is significantly 
improved. This observation is further supported by Fig. 3.5, which shows the 
average throughput of the reservation protocol for different values of the correla­
tion factor r given that there are N  =  100 users. As expected, the smaller r  the 
better performance can be achieved.
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3.6 Conclusions
In this chapter, we proposed a reservation-type protocol for random access net­
works assuming a cross-layer design context. In our proposal, by taking the ad­
vantage of knowledge of the channel correlation statistics, the system can achieve 
higher throughput by reducing the probability of collisions between users when 
one of them transmitted successfully and its channel is still in ‘GOOD’ state. 
Numerical study showed that when there are no correlations, the system through­
put agrees with the conventional CA-ALOHA. However, the improvement of the 
system performance can be significant when the channels are more temporally 
correlated.
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Chapter 4
Exploiting Idle Channels in 
Opportunistic M ultichannel 
ALOHA
4.1 Introduction
As mentioned in the previous chapter, it is well-known that multiuser diversity 
can be exploited in wireless communications [5]. The underlying idea is that in 
wireless communication systems, the more users are present, the more likely that 
some users are in very good state at any time due to the random fading. Instead of 
mitigating channel fluctuations, the transmissions can be scheduled to/from the 
users with favorable channel conditions so that the total the system throughput 
increases with the number of users. This opportunistic scheduling approach has 
been presented in a number of recent works on the downlink communications [56], 
ad-hoc networks [57], and multi-antenna systems [16].
The opportunistic scheduling often needs to be realized in a centralized man­
ner in which case the scheduling agent at the base station (BS) in a cellular 
network or the access point (AP) in a wireless LAN must know fading level of 
every users. This could be obtained, for example, by requiring the users to es­
timate their channel gains and forward the information to the central scheduler.
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However, in a large network with many users, this method will not scale well and 
the delay in conveying channel state information (CSI) to the scheduler linearly 
grows with the number of users, a critical limiting factor in terms of the per­
formance. In [6], Qin and Berry consider how to exploit the multiuser diversity 
in a distributed system. The scenario is the uplink and it is assumed that each 
user only has knowledge of its own fading level but no knowledge of the channel 
states of other users in the network. The users transmit with the transmission 
probability that is chosen based on their channel gains by a scheduling algorithm 
that jointly addresses both the PHY and MAC issues in a wireless network.
In particular, given the distributed knowledge of the channel conditions, a 
user will transmit when its channel gain is above a threshold Ht where Ht is 
chosen so that the overall transmission probability is equal to the desired value 
p , i.e., Ht = F ^ ip )  where Ffj(Ht) = J^t fn{h)dh  denotes the channel gain’s 
complementary distribution function. It can be shown that for an optimal value of 
Ht, the throughput of the proposed channel aware ALOHA (CA-ALOHA) scheme 
increases with the number of user;? at the same rate as in the centralized scheme. 
Asymptotically, the ratio of the throughput of the CA-ALOHA to the throughput 
of the centralized scheme is equal to j ,  the same well-known ratio achieved by 
the standard slotted ALOHA system. This can be interpreted as saying that the 
only loss due to distributed channel knowledge in fading environment with the 
opportunistic transmissions is the loss due to contention for the channel where as 
the multiuser diversity can still be exploited.
The idea of the CA-ALOHA is further studied for the uplink clustered OFDM- 
based multichannel slotted ALOHA system by Bai and Zhang [7]. In this paper, 
a system with M  channels is considered and it is assumed that all channels are 
homogeneous and independent. The opportunistic multichannel ALOHA (OMC- 
ALOHA) scheme which targets both the multiuser and the multichannel diver­
sities is proposed. At the beginning of a time slot, if the user has more than
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m  channels with the channel gains greater than the pre-determined threshold 
level H t, it transmits its data immediately using the best m  channels. Otherwise, 
the user keeps silent in this time slot. Similar to the CA-ALOHA, the overall 
transmission probability given the channel gain distribution can be obtained as
P =  £  (4.1)
i —m  ^ '
where F{.) denotes the common channel gain cummulative distribution function 
(CDF).
Given M, m, p and N , the number of users in the system, the long term 
average number of successful transmissions per slot is
( m \ N—l
1 ~  M P)  ’ (42)
where A  is a random variable representing the number of channels bearing a 
successful transmission in each slot.
The throughput of the OMC-ALOHA scheme is the product of the average 
number of successful transmission channels and the average number of transmis­
sions per channel. For a given number of channels M, with a large number of 
users A, it is plausible to sub-optimally set m  =  1, i.e., each user should only 
transmit in one channel [7]. In this case, a sub-optimal value of the transmission 
probability is p = j£. It can be shown that the OMC-ALOHA is an effective ran­
dom access scheme in the sense that the only loss in the throughput compared to 
the optimal centralized scheme is due to contentions for the channel. This also 
means that there is always wastage of the capacity due to a number of channels 
being idle in each slot as inherited from the nature of the ALOHA based random 
access since the randomness not only occurs in the time domain but also in the 
frequency domain (across the channels).
In this chapter, we propose a simple extension to the transmission policy so 
that the idle channels can be exploited. The basic idea is to allow users who
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have sufficiently good channel conditions to access the idle channels. Assuming
that the duration of a time slot is long enough, the time slot can be further 
divided into a number of mini-slots. At the beginning of each time slot, all users 
opportunistically contend for channels using the threshold level Hi, exactly as in 
the case of the OMC-ALOHA. The users who are not transmitting (idle users) 
identify the idle channels by performing carrier sensing. Idle channels can be 
then accessed by the idle users in subsequent mini-slots using a sequence of the 
threshold levels Hk, k > 2. Later, it will be shown that the proposed scheme 
preserves the multiuser and multichannel diversities of the OMC-ALOHA while 
exploiting the network resources more efficiently.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2 describes the 
uplink multichannel system model. In Section 4.3, the transmission scheme ex­
ploiting the idle channels in the OMC-ALOHA is proposed. In addition, we 
provide the theoretical limit of our proposed scheme. Mathematical derivation 
of the threshold levels is performed in Section 4.4. Based on the resulting for­
mula, numerical study is presented in Section 4.5 to show the performance of our 
proposal. Finally, Section 4.6 provides some concluding remarks on this chapter.
We adopt the random access framework in [7], that is the uplink clustered OFDM- 
based multichannel slotted ALOHA system where N  homogeneous users com­
municate with a single BS through M  multiple parallel Rayleigh block fading 
channels. The users experience independent fadings across the channels and the 
channel conditions are assumed to be invariant within one slot duration but vary 
randomly from one slot to another. The channel gains are therefore modeled as a 
set of independent and identical distributed (IID) exponential random variables
4.2 System  M odel
with the CDF
(4.3)
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where ho is the average channel gain.
On the user side, the D-CSI knowledge is assumed. At the beginning of a 
time slot, each user always has access to the gains of all M  channels between it­
self and the BS. This can be facilitated by allowing pilot symbols to be sent from 
the BS for the channel estimation prior to the uplink transmissions [6, 8]. In 
practice, the pilots need to be broadcast in the same coherence bandwidth as the 
uplink channel, for example, using a time division duplex (TDD) system. The­
oretically, this distributed approach only requires one-half of a round trip times 
for the channel measurement, which is significantly less than for the centralized 
channel measurement scheme in large systems, and it scales as the number of 
users increases.
As in the standard ALOHA-type environment [19, 20, 28], we assume the 
collision reception model with instantaneous (0,1,e) feedback broadcast on each 
channel at the end of each time slot. In addition, we assume a full load scenario. 
That is, the users always have data to transmit. In this case the stability issue 
will not be considered.
Note that, in our analysis, we assume that all users are operating under iden­
tical conditions. In the literature, the opportunistic transmission schemes for 
heterogeneous system , in which users may have different channel distribution, 
have been studied [15, 7]. It is shown that the proportional fairness [16] is guar­
anteed 1 if each user behaves exactly as if it is still in a homogeneous system, 
that is, the user determines a threshold for itself based on the D-CSI knowledge 
and based on knowledge of the number of users in the system.
As discussed by the authors in [7], the problem of choosing the optimal values 
for m  and the overall transmission probability p to maximize the throughput is
1The conditions for the proportional fairness are: i.) the sum of logs (or equivalently, the 
product) of throughput is maximized, and ii.) allowing all user at least a minimal level of 
service.
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non-convex and can only be solved by numerical methods. However, when the 
number of users is significantly greater than the number of channels, it is plausible 
that each user should transmit in one channel (m = 1) and the transmission 
probability can be sub-optimally approximated as p =  ^ . Therefore, to illustrate 
the idea of exploiting the idle channels, we assume N  »  M  and we the sub- 
optimal values m  = 1 and p = j f  for our analysis so that the problem becomes 
mathematically tractable. The proposed opportunistic transmission scheme using 
a sequence of mini-slots to exploit the idle channels is described in the next 
section. It will be seen that our scheme is simple and can be applied also to other 
cases, given the optimal values of m  and p.
4.3 Exploiting Idle Channels in OM C-ALOHA  
w ith M ini-Slots
In the OMC-ALOHA scheme [7], given N , M , m  and the overall transmission 
probability p, the long term average number of successful transmissions per slot 
is obtained using Eq. (4.2). Let Y  be the random variable denoting the number 
of idle channels in each slot. The expectation of Y  can be derived in a similar 
manner as for the average number of idle users in each slot, i.e.,
E[Y] = M ( l - ^ j  , (4.4)
where we fixed m  = 1 and used the transmission probability p — j j .  In order 
to exploit the idle channels, we consider the following simple variation to the 
transmission scheme.
Assume that the duration of a time slot T  is long enough. Then the time slot 
can be divided into a number of mini-slots of duration /3 as depicted in Fig. 4.1.
• At the beginning of the time slot (also at the beginning of the first mini­
slot), all users opportunistically contend for the channels with respect to
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T
0
minislot
Figure 4.1: A time slot made up of several mini-slots
the threshold level H i . The users that are not transmitting (the idle users) 
listen to all channels for the duration of a mini-slot. If the channel is used 
by one or more users, it is seen as being busy. Otherwise, the channel is 
idle and shall be accessible.
• At the beginning of the subsequent mini-slots, the idle channels and the 
idle users form a new virtual system. The users of such the virtual system 
transmit their data using the OMC-ALOHA transmission policy described 
above with the new threshold levels Hk, k > 2.
As mentioned in the previous chapter, the idea of using mini-slots is not new 
and was used by Qin and Berry in the splitting algorithm [6, 8]. The difference 
between their work and our proposed scheduling policy lies in the fact that the 
splitting algorithm resolves the collisions in the single channel system, i.e. M  — 1, 
while we aim to exploit the idle channels in a multichannel setup.
In the asymptotic case, we have
(4.5)
lim E[Y\
\.T *• J
~  —iN/ ----- (4.6)
N - y o o e
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These equations imply that, in a large system, there is a fraction of \  number 
of channels (36.79%) that are successfully used as well as the same number of 
channels is not utilized after the initial transmissions in the first m ini-slot1. This 
is equivalent to saying that a fraction  ^ of the system capacity is exploited and 
a fraction j  is wasted due to the idle channels (the rest is wasted due collisions). 
Here, the system capacity Sc is understood to be the throughput of the optimal 
centralized scheme. By applying the OMC-ALOHA for the second mini-slot as 
proposed, one would expect that an improvement of can be made from exploit­
ing the idle channels. In general, the kth  mini-slot can yield an extra fraction 
which decays exponentially with k. However, as we assumed that the duration of 
a mini-slot is /?, one would expect a fraction ^  in transmission time of the users 
after each mini-slot. Let S k  denote the throughput of the system after using K  
mini-slots. We have that
(4-7)
f c = i  f c = i
in which the first term is the performance improvement, which decays exponen­
tially with the number of mini-slots, and the loss due to sensing delay is accounted 
for in the second term.
We now consider the limiting case K  —> oo when the slot duration is suf­
ficiently long, i.e., assuming that ^  —> 0. This assumption is valid since in the 
carrier sensing systems, the sensing delay is approximated as the worst case prop­
agation delay from one user to another (tens fis) which is much smaller than the 
duration of a slot (several ms). Also, assuming that the system has the extremely 
large number of users and channels. In this case, the number of mini-slots used
1 These equations are expectable due to the contention based nature of the OMC-ALOHA
scheme and provide good approximation even when N  is as small as 20.
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K  can be large. We have that
lim S k  =  ~ —- - ----. (4.8)
k ->oo K e - 1  T ( e - l ) 2 v '
Since ^ 0, the second term of (4.8) is negligible compare with the first term.
Consequently, the theoretical limit of the proposed schene is ^  «  0.5850 a 63% 
improvement to the original OMC-ALOHA.
In practical implementations, the number of mini-slots in use shall be small 
since the performance gain decays exponentially with the number of mini-slots.
4.4 Threshold Levels Calculation
In order to let the idle users access the idle channels at the beginning of the 
A;th mini-slot, the threshold levels Hk (k > 1) need to be determined. This 
subsection contains mathematical derivations of the threshold levels based on the 
sub-optimal choice of m  =  1. Thus, at the beginning of the kth  mini-slot, the 
user transmits if it has at least one channel in the set of idle channels with the 
channel gain greater than Tfy.
The relationship between the threshold Hk and the transmission probability 
Pk in mini-slot k is given as [7]
f t  =  ( 4 -9 )
i= 1 '  '
where M* is a random variable denoting the number of available channels at the 
beginning of the kth  mini-slot and Fk{h) is the CDF of the channel gains at 
the beginning of the kth  mini-slot. Note that in this equation, pk = (also 
sub-optimal [7]) where JVk is a random variable denoting the number of available 
users at the beginning of fcth mini-slot. In order to calculate Hk from (4.9), it is 
necessary to know M*, Nk and to specify the function Fk(.).
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For k = 1, pi = j j  and F\(.) is the CDF given in (4.3) and H\ can be obtained 
by inverting (4.9). At the beginning of the kth. mini-slot, k > 1, the set of 
channel gain samples only contains the samples that are smaller than H ^-i. This 
statistical truncation makes the channel gain samples a singly right truncated 
exponential distribution with the CDF
Let Xk and Yk denote the number of successful channels and the number of 
idle channels after k mini-slots, respectively. As generalization of (4.5) and (4.6), 
the average number of successful and idle channels in the kth  mini-slot is equal
exponentially decays with k. Thus, even with a large number of channels, the 
number of mini-slots required is still relatively small. For example, assuming that 
there are 1024 channels in the original system, there is less than one idle channel 
(on average) left after 7 mini-slots.
Let Nk and Uk be random variables denoting the number of idle users at 
the beginning of the kth  mini-slot and the number of users starting their trans­
mission in that mini-slot, respectively. It can be shown that Uk is binomially 
distributed with probability pk = Mk/Nk in a population set Nk. Therefore, 
E [ U k ]  =  P k E [ N k ]  =  E [ N k ]  =  E [ M k \  and the average number of idle users at 
the beginning of the (k +  l)th  mini-slot is
Fk(h) = F(h\h < H ^ )  = - p ^ - y
(4.10)
to E[Xk] =  B[Yk] =  and therefore,
E[Mk] = E{Yk_,] =  X . . (4.11)
Eq. (4.11) shows that the number of available channels in the virtual system
£[jV*+i] =  £[«*] -  E[Uk] =  E[Nk] -  E[Mk]
4.5 N um erical R esu lts
From (4.9) and (4.10), the thresholds are obtained by
FIi. =  — /in  X In < 1 1 — exp H k- i
hr
1 - E[Mkj 
E[Nk]
(4.13)
for k >  1, where E[Mk\ and E[Nk\ are given in (4.11) and (4.12), respectively. 
Note that, the values of the transmission probabilities pk and the threshold levels 
FIk only change if the system population changes. The proposed scheme maintains 
the simplicity of the ALOHA and the thresholds can be calculated prior to the 
network set up for use throughout the network lifetime.
4.5 Numerical Results
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F igu re 4.2: T hroughput of the proposed scheme exploiting idle channels vs. the 
num ber of users
In this section, we present numerical results to verify the predicted perfor­
mance of the proposed scheme. Fig. 4.2 plots the throughput of the system 
assuming 1 mini-slot (original OMC-ALOHA), 2 mini-slots, 3 mini-slots and as­
suming the optimal centralized scheme. Here, we choose the number of channels
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M  = 20 and the number of users N  varies from 1 to 300. The total system 
bandwidth is set to 1MHz and the average signal to noise ratio (SNR) is set 
to OdB. In addition, we use the Shannon capacity formula to represent the user 
transmission rates. Note that for a small number of users, the curves do not show 
the advantage of our proposal since the values of m  =  1 and p — M /N  are far 
from the optimal. However, as soon as the number of users becomes greater than 
the number of channels, the curves show that a significant performance improve­
ment can be gained by exploiting the idle channels (over 30% improvement with 2 
mini-slots), while preserving both the multichannel and the multiuser diversities 
of the OMC-ALOHA scheme.
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F igu re 4.3: Throughput of the proposed scheme exploiting idle channels for the 
different number of mini-slots used
To see the trend of the throughput enhancement as the number of mini-slots 
increases, we numerically study a system with a large number of users (N  = 2000) 
and the number of channels is set to M  = 1000. As can be seen in Fig. 4.3, by 
using the first 3 mini-slots, a significant improvement can be observed. However,
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the throughput gain slows down gradually in the subsequent mini-slots and the 
system performance converges to a limit as discussed in Sec. 4.3. Thus, we can 
say that the number of mini-slots required can be small to achieve a sufficient 
performance gain while not incurring too much overhead, e.g. 3 mini-slots in this 
case.
4.6 Conclusions
In this chapter, we studied a simple extension to the OMC-ALOHA protocol. 
Our proposal allows to access the idle channels in each time slot, and thus to 
reduce the wastage during random transmissions. The scheme preserves both 
the multiuser and multichannel diversities of the OMC-ALOHA and exploits the 
network resources more efficiently. Performance analysis showed that the scheme 
can asymptotically improve the system performance by up to 63%.
An analytical formula to calculate the threshold levels was derived, assuming 
that the system consists of a large number of users. Our numerical study of the 
algorithm confirmed that a significant performance improvement can be gained 
even for a small number of users. When the number of users increases, the 
system throughput also increases at the same rate as with the centralized scheme, 
regardless of the number of mini-slots used.
Finally, we note that, the number of mini-slots required can be small since 
the throughput improvement slows down quickly and converges to a limit due to 
the fact that the number of idle channels decays exponentially with the number 
of mini-slots.
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Chapter 5 
A Novel Splitting Based  
M ultiuser Selection Algorithm
5.1 Introduction
Finding an effective multiuser selection algorithm (MSA) for the resource alloca­
tion is a challenging problem in wireless communications with many other appli­
cations. For example, consider a simple wireless network with a large number of 
users. It is well known that the overall network performance can be improved by 
selecting users with the best channel qualities for data transmission and exploit­
ing the so-called multiuser diversity [5]. This opportunistic scheduling approach 
has recently attracted a considerable amount of research works, especially with 
distributed algorithms since, typically, the channel information is only available 
locally. In practice, the centralized polling algorithms are not preferred because 
the resources they require to gather necessary information increases linearly with 
the number of users in the system.
In particular, for distributed scheduling, Qin and Berry proposed a splitting 
algorithm which aim at selecting the best users for transmission in random access 
networks [8]. In each step of the algorithm, only those users which channel gains 
lie between the upper and lower thresholds are allowed to transmit. The threshold
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levels are updated locally and independently after each step based on the outcome 
of the previous one which is available in the form of the broadcast feedback from 
the central base station (BS). It was shown that the average number of steps 
required by the algorithm to converge is less than 2.507, regardless of the size of 
the network and, this bound is independent of the actual fading distribution.
The splitting based selection algorithm was further studied by Shah et. al. [9]. 
In order to improve the efficiency of this algorithm, the authors introduced a new 
parameter called the contention load factor, and obtained an asymptotic analysis 
based on the associated Markov chain. A generalized version of this algorithm 
which aims at selecting more than one user was also studied. The results showed 
that there is a close connection between the splitting algorithm and the collision 
resolution algorithm [10, 11]. Putting these two problems under a unified view, we 
deem that there are some questions for discussion: i.) since only binary splitting 
with fair coin was considered in [9], a natural concern regarding the splitting 
using biased coin was left unanswered; ii.) variations suggested for the CRA such 
as V-ary splitting [47] and the tree pruning [48, 51] can be considered in the 
multiuser selection.
The rest of this thesis is used to tackle the first question above. In particular, 
Section 5.2 discusses the related work. The system model is described in Sec­
tion 5.3 in conjunction with description of the novel distributed MSA that uses 
two design parameters called the contention factor and the selection factor. This 
proposed scheme is considered to be general while retaining the simplicity of the 
splitting algorithm. Section 5.4 is used to formulate of (recursive) equations for 
calculating the number of slots and the number of transmission required by the 
algorithm. We then derive the lower bounds on the expectation of these measures 
of interest in Section 5.5. Concluding remarks for this chapter are provided in 
Section 5.6.
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We defer numerical studies of the results in this chapter to Chapter 6 after 
we perform deeper analysis for an asymptotic case. Furthermore, application of 
the proposed MSA will be demonstrated for a cooperative transmission scheme 
in a wireless sensor network in Chapter 7.
5.2 R elated  Works
To certain extent, the multiuser selection problem is strongly related to the par­
titioning a sample with binary type questions [69]. If members of the group (a 
sample set) are assigned with real observations (the metric) that are indepen­
dent and identically distributed (HD) or at least exchangeable, for example, the 
channel conditions associated with the users in a wireless network, then it is 
desirable to find the user with the largest observation (or the q best users) by 
asking binary-type questions. The questions recursively split the set of users in 
consideration (the active set) into two subsets, such that the first subset (resp. 
the second subset) contains the users with affirmative answers (resp. negative an­
swers). Designing the questions is equivalent to setting the probabilities of users 
joining the subsets which corresponds to the probabilistic view of the algorithm. 
If full feedback is available, that is, if after each step, it is known exactly how 
many users answered the question affirmatively (and thus join the first subset), 
Arrow et.al. [69] showed that for any starting group size and for any distribu­
tion, the minimal expected number of questions required to find the holder of the 
largest observation is less than 2.428. The reason that different distributions do 
not alter this result is because the cumulative distribution of any random variable 
is uniformly distributed in (0,1) to which the problem can be reduced to.
Later, Cohen et. al. [50] revisited this problem in the context of multiuser 
communication networks. Assuming that the number of affirmative answers is not 
known exactly but either it is 0, 1 or e (i.e., the ternary feedback, they found that
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the expected number of questions needed to find the best user is approximately 
2.445 for a large number of users. This result is numerically close to that of [69] 
and can be interpreted that the loss caused by ternary feedback is marginal. 
Nevertheless, ternary feedback is of practical important in communications and 
has been applied widely [19, 20].
The results presented in [69] and [50] are obtained by adaptively adjusting 
the splitting probability after each step according to the outcome of the previous 
step that is fed back by the central entity (i.e., the base station (BS)). Re­
cently, we studied simpler but still efficient version of the single user selection 
algorithm [70]. By optimally choosing the design parameters, our algorithm is 
numerically comparable with the classical results mentioned.
Broadly speaking, the splitting based MSA follows a divide and conquer pro­
cedure, which is also the principal idea of the CRA. Thus, the two algorithms are 
naturally connected. The main differences between them are the purposes they 
serve and the way they are being evaluated. While the splitting based MSA is 
evaluated mainly by its expected duration, the CRA belongs to a class of ran­
dom access protocols and is often evaluated by the maximum stable throughput 
(MST) as well e ls  the expected packet delay of the system.
In a strict sense, the term CRA refers to a class distributed algorithms that 
handle collisions by resolving them algorithmically as soon as they occur. In 
order to form a complete random access protocol, the CRA needs to be combined 
with a channel access algorithm (CAA). Looking into details, the protocol of this 
type is, in fact, an extreme case of the splitting based MSA. The CRA with time 
addressing and a blocked access is equivalent to a selection algorithm in which 
there is an infinite number of users and all the users need to be selected in the 
first come first serve (FCFS) order.
Another line of works related to the distributed selection problem is the dis­
tributed council election. Originated in the research on computer programming
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and networking (see [71] and the references therein), the problem is to elect a 
small number of representatives (the council) out of a (possibly large) group of 
anonymous candidates. During the election process, candidates do not commu­
nicate directly with each other. Instead, they can only send unicast messages 
containing their identity (ID) to the central entity. The central entity, in turn, is 
able to broadcast global feedback to the entire group. Formation of the council is 
decided based on the received unicast messages from the candidates. In general, 
studies 011 the distributed algorithm for council election pay particular interest 
to two measures: i.) the expected number of rounds for election; and ii.) the ex­
pected number of unicast messages needed. Note that, description of the system 
model shows some similarities between the distributed council election and the 
MSA. The differences lie in the problem statement and the research objectives, 
which leads to different analyses and optimization problems. Only when the de­
sired council consists of a single member, the distributed council election problem 
collapses to a distributed leader election algorithm which is, in fact, equivalent to 
the single user selection mentioned above [50, 70].
5.3 System  M odel and the Splitting Based M SA
Throughout the thesis, we have been considering a familiar time-slotted multiple 
access model, that is, a network of n  users communicate with a common BS over 
a collision channel. In particular, the BS can receive information from at most 
one user in each time slot and the collision occurs if there is more than one user 
transmitting at the same time. At the end of each time slot, a standard (0,1, e) 
ternary feedback, representing idle, success and collision outcomes, respectively, 
is broadcast to all users. Note that, for the multiuser selection problem and, 
specifically, for the splitting algorithm herein, transmitted packets are often small 
and only contain basic identity information of users who are contending for the 
channel.
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A lg o r ith m  1 Distributed Multiuser Selection Algorithm
I n p u t:  n,q ,pc,ps 
O u tp u t:  selected;
1: selected 4— 0; transm itted  0; Icount <— 1; gcount 1;
2: feedback <— 0; prev feedback <— 0; Nse\ <— 0; N ^t N ;
3: w h ile  A sei <  q d o
4: i f  feedback = 1 th e n
5: Nse\ N se\ +  1; A act <— Aact — 1;
6: i f  transm itted = 1 t h e n
7: selected <— 1;
8: e n d  i f
9: e n d  i f
10: i f  !selected th e n
11: i f  feedback = e th e n
12: gcount = gcount +  1
13: i f  Icount =  0 th e n
14: Icount <— split(ps);
15: e ls e
16: Icount <— Icount +  1;
17: e n d  i f
18: e ls e
19: i f  feedback = 0 a n d  prev feedback = e th e n
20: i f  Icount = 1 th e n
21: Icount <— split{p9)\
22: e n d  i f
23: e ls e
24: gcount = gcount — 1;
25: i f  gcount = 0 th e n
26: Icount <— sp lit(-j^)]
27: e ls e
28: Icount = Icount — 1;
29: e n d  i f
30: e n d  i f
31: e n d  i f
32: prev feedback «— feedback;
33: transm itted <— (Icount = 0);
34: get(feedback);
35: e n d  i f
36: e n d  w h ile
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The rest of this thesis studies a generalized splitting based algorithm which 
aims at selecting q (desired) users from the original set of n users in a distributed 
manner. The basic principle of the splitting algorithm is to recursively split 
the active set into two subsets by allowing users to make decisions to transmit 
locally and independently at the beginning of each time slot using the chosen 
design parameters. The set of transmitting users form the first subset, which 
becomes the active set for the next time slot, conditioned on the event that an e 
feedback is broadcast. If the outcome is idle, the active set for the next time slot 
is the second subset, which is also the same as the active set of the previous slot. 
Every time we have a successful transmission, a user is selected. The algorithm 
terminates when exactly q users have been extracted. During the user selection 
process, the splitting probabilities are set based on two parameters: i.) the 
contention load factor pc, similar to that of [9], and ii.) the selection factor ps. 
The former is used in the contention slots, which is defined as the time slot when 
the number of users in the active set is deterministically known, while the latter 
is used when the number of users in the active set is characterized by a random 
variable. Formally, the selection procedure can be realized using Algorithm 1. 
This algorithm resembles the stack implementation of the CRA explained in 
Section 2.4 and is performed by each user in the system. Here, Icount and gcount 
are the local and global counters respectively that are maintained by the users. 
At the beginning of a time slot, the user transmits its packet if its local counter is 
at the top of the stack, i.e., Icount =  0. The counters are increased or decreased 
after each slot depending on the feedback message. Furthermore, the function 
split(p) is a splitting function, which returns value “0” (resp. “1”) with the 
probability p (resp. 1 — p). Note that, similar to the MTA, this algorithm also 
uses the level skipping, that is, if a collision is followed by the idle slot, the second 
subset is automatically split into two. All users terminate the algorithm when 
the counter Nse[ reaches q, telling them that no more selections are required 1.
1The last value of Nse\ that a selected user recorded represents order that it is selected
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Note that, unlike related works [50, 8, 9], we do not specify applications of 
the splitting algorithm. We limit the current work to the probabilistic view 
of the multiuser selection problem. How to define the desired users and how to 
choose the design parameters depends on the application scenario, i.e., the metrics 
associated with the users; this is currently outside the scope of this chapter. An 
application of the MSA will be demonstrated later in the thesis.
5.4 R ecursive Equations
First, let L n \p c,Pa) and M n \p c,ps), pc > 0, ps £ (0,1), be the random variables 
denoting the duration (in slots) of the MSA to select q users and the total num­
ber of transmission attempts (the total number of data packets sent out by the 
users) required throughout the selection process, respectively, given that there 
are n users in the original set, n > q. Here, the two design parameters are 
the contention load factor pc and the selection factor p3. Let ln \p c->Ps) denote 
the expected length of the algorithm, i.e., the average number of slots required, 
and Pm\pciPs) denote the expected number of transmissions. We also define the 
following functions:
L^iPcPa) = W iPoPs) = 0 if q < 0, (5.1)
L i Hp o Ps) = l^iP dP s) = 1, (5.2)
M ^iP cP s) = P^iP cP s) = 0 if q <  0, (5.3)
M ^iP cP s)  =  P i \ p c,Ps) = 1. (5.4)
Let a selection epoch be defined as a part of the splitting algorithm which 
starts with a contention slot and ends when either all users transmitting in that 
slot have been selected or when exactly q users have been selected throughout 
the process, whichever comes first. Denote by Sm (ps) the duration of the se­
lection epoch conditioned on m  users transmitting in the contention slot, and
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the algorithm (still) needs to select q more users. Also, denote by Tm {pa) the 
total number of transmission attempts by m  users in the selection epoch. These 
random variables are solely dependent on the selection factor ps. Let Sm(ps) and 
TrrP(ps) be expectations of these random variable. Similar to (5.1) and (5.3), we 
define,
Sm(Ps) =  «m(p») =  ° if 9 < 0. (5-5)
2 l ,](p.) =  W (p .)  =  0 if q < 0. (5.6)
Also, it shall be noted that
Sm(Ps) = S ^ iP s )  if q > m, (5.7)
sm(Ps) = s ^ (P s )  if q > m ,  (5.8)
T $ (p s) = T ^ l\ p s) if q > m ,  (5.9)
Tm(Ps) = r ^ iP s )  if q > m .  (5.10)
By definition, when there is no collision in a contention slot, the duration of 
the contention epoch is deterministically known, i.e.,
SmiPs) = s(m(Ps) =  1 if m  e  {0,1}. (5.11)
Likewise,
7’o(,)( f t )= T (S?)(p»)=0> (5-12)
^ ( P . )  = nw(p.) = 1- (5-13)
However, when the selection epoch starts with a collision, i.e., for m  > 2, the 
specification of the algorithm yields the following recursions
$<«>(,,) =  /  1 +  4 * >(P.) +  'S fc ? >(P.) if V > 0,
m s 1 l  +  ^m^Ps) otherwise,
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and
■ / < . ) ( „  l  =  J  ™ + TF(Ps)+TtP(Ps) i f  ^  >  0 ,
m s T m \p s) otherwise.
where Y  is a binomial random variable with the parameters m  and ps, denoting 
the number of users transmitting in the slot just after the collision.
The second lines of (5.14) and (5.15) take into account the fact that the 
algorithm ignores the predetermined collision after an idle slot and proceed to 
the next step of the algorithm immediately (i.e., level skipping). They induce the 
following recursions for the expectations
Sm tP j =  1 +  (1 -P s )mS${ps)
m / \
+ E  ( I ) ^ 1 (4 5)fo) + t t - V i P s ) )  . (5-16)
^m>(P .)=  ™(1 -  (1 - P . D
771 /  \
+ E  ( T V * 1 (T“ (P-) +  Tt t \ p , ) )  ■ (5.17)
k=Q ^  '
Intuitively, in the event of collision of size m  in a contention slot, m  > 2, the 
algorithm splits the set of transmitting users into two subsets and evaluates them 
one after another. If the first subset has k users, then the second one must 
contain the remaining users, i.e., m  — k. Conditions (5.5) and (5.6) ensures that 
recursions (5.14), (5.15), (5.16) and (5.17) are meaningful.
In addition to (5.14) and (5.15), the basic principle of the splitting algorithm 
also implies that
=  S {x ( p a) +  L(^ P ( p c,ps), (5.18)
Miq)(pc,Ps) =  T“ (p.) +  M<r/>(Pc, A ), (5.19)
where X  is a random variable denoting the number of users transmitting in the 
contention slot, which is binomially distributed with the parameters n  and —.
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Thus, the average number of slots required by the algorithm and the expected 
total number of transmissions respectively are given as follows:
*w ) - e  ( ; ) (? ) - (‘ - ? r
7 7 1 = 0  V '
+  ln-m (PcPsi) , (5-20)
E Q gR i-I)'™
m=0 '
(jm iP s) +  Pn-m iPcPs]) • (5-21)
Again, one can see that conditions (5.1) and (5.4) ensure that recursions (5.18), 
(5.19), (5.20) and (5.21) are meaningful.
Note that, (5.16), (5.17), (5.20) and (5.21), are recursive formulas to calcu­
late the average durations of the algorithm and the selection epoch, as well as 
the expected number of transmissions required. That is, given the initial con­
ditions (5.1) to (5.13), we can solve for ln \p c,Ps), Pm\ps), Sm}(Ps) and r $ ( p s) 
algebraically for any n, m, q. For example, the first few values of Sm(ps) are listed 
in Table 5.1. However, the calculations are algebraically lengthy and do not show 
the scalable nature of the algorithm. In the rest of this chapter, we derive some 
lower bounds on the measures of interest.
Table 5.1: First few values of Sm{Ps)
q 1 2 3
2 1 +  1
' 2 p a ( l - p s )
2 +  1
2 p a { l - p a )
3 -I i 2+3 Pa O 1 5 q I 5
6 p a ( l - p a ) " 1 6p .(l-p .) 6ps( l - p s)
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5.5 Lower Bounds of the Average D uration and 
the E xpected Num ber of Transmissions
First, consider a selection epoch which starts with a collision of size m  in the con­
tention slot while the algorithm still needs to select only one user. By convention, 
the duration of the selection epoch and the number of transmissions required are 
denoted by Sm (ps) and T m \p s), respectively. Note that, for any q > 0 and for 
any ps, the initial condition (5.11) gives (ps) = s ^ \ p s) = 1 and S[q\ p s) = 
s i9\Ps) — 1- Similarly, conditions (5.12) and (5.13) give Tq^ (ps) = TQq\ p s) = 0 
and T iq\ p s) =  ^^(Ps) =  1- In all other cases, the following lemma gives lower 
bounds of the expected duration of the selection epoch to select one user and of 
the expected number of transmissions required for that epoch.
L em m a 1 The expected duration of selection epoch to select one user out of a 
collision set of size m, m  > 1, and the average number of transmission required 
for that epoch, respectively, are lower bounded as,
P roof: Starting with a collision of size m  in the first (contention) time slot, let 
Ai be the number of users left in the active set after the ith. slot. Thus, Ai = m  
and
Note that the sequence {A f\ is a Markov chain, that is, given Ai = a, Ai+i is 
independent of Aj for 0 < j  < i. Due to the nature of the splitting algorithm
s $ (p 3) > logj_(m) +  1
Ps
(5.22)
(5.23)
Sm(Ps) =  inf{« : Ai = l\A i = m}, (5.24)
(5.25)
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with the level skipping, we have
ElAi+l\Ai =  a] =  £  ( “) r f ( l  -  Vs)a- kk +  (1 — ps)°a 
k=1 '  '
> ( t ) ^ 1 ~  p*)a~k k = p*a- (5.26)
Since A\ =  m, E[A2 |Ai = m] > psm  and by iteration, we obtain
E[A (i) | A 1 = m }>  E[pf™(Ps) 1m]S%>(p (5.27)
Because f ( x ) = pxs is a convex function with respect to x , by the Jensen’s 
inequality, we have
psL}(ps) im <- Ejp^Cp.) im] < (1) =  m] —
and therefore Sm (^ps) > logx(m ) +  1.
P s
Finally, from (5.25) and the above iteration, we have
(5.28)
U\A1 = m ] > E
i
which completes the proof of Lemma 1.
m
i=o
m - p s 
1 ~Ps
(5.29)
□
C oro llary  1 For a sub-optimal value p3 = 0.5 (fair splitting), the lower bounds 
of the average number of slots and the expected number of transmissions required 
in a selection epoch to select one user, given that there was a collision in the 
previous contention slot (m >  1), are
5m}(0-5) > lo g 2(m) +  l, 
r41}(0.5) > 2 m -  1.
(5.30)
(5.31)
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Now, consider a selection epoch which starts with a collision of size m  and the 
algorithm still needs to select q users. Note that if q < 0, conditions (5.5) and
(5.6) give Sm\ps) =  T ${p8) = 0. Also, from (5.8) and (5.10), s S f e )  =  s ^ ( p 8)
and Tm \ps) — T$k^(ps) if q > m. When 0 < q < m, the following lemma gives 
the lower bounds on the average duration of the epoch and the expected number 
of transmissions required.
L em m a 2 For a selection epoch that needs to select q users out of a collision set 
of size m, 0 < q < m, we have
s ^ ( P 3 ) > s ^ _1)(ps) +  l, (5.32)
t$ {P s) > r ^ i p s )  +  1. (5.33)
P roof: Both parts of Lemma 2 can be proved by induction. Formally, from 
Table 5.1, one can easily see that
s^iPs) >  5^_1)(pa) +  1 for 0 < i < j  < 3. (5.34)
Given a pair (q, m) where 0 < q < m, assume that s ^  > + 1 for all 0 < i < q,
0 < j  < m  and i < j ,  we are proving that Sm > +  1.
From recursive equation (5.16), we have 
(P.) =
, _  1 +  E S 1 ( ? ) r f ( l - p ar - k(s ^ (p ,)  + s t f i P s ) )
> 1 +  E E i 1 + s t r i p s )  + 1)
l - p ? - ( \ - P s ) m 
=  sm_1)(P.) +  !> (5-35)
which completes the proof for the first part of Lemma 2. The second part of the 
lemma can be proved in a similar manner. □
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C oro llary  2 For 0 < q < m ,
S m M  > log i(m ) +  q
P s
(5.36)
(5.37)
Furthermore, for ps = 0.5
sm(0-5) > log2(m) +  q, 
t$ (0 .5 s) > 2 m - 2  + q.
(5.38)
(5.39)
Now, consider the asymptotic case when the number of users n tends to in­
finity, by dropping the sub-index and let l^ { p c,pa) and p^q\Pc,Ps) denote the 
average length of the algorithm and the expected number of transmissions, re­
spectively.
L em m a 3 The average number of slots required by the algorithm to find the q 
desired users, and the expected number of transmissions in an asymptotic case, 
for n —» oo, are given as
Proof: For given q, if n  —> oo, we also have (n — q) —» oo. In addition, the 
binomial random variable X , which denotes the number of users transmitting 
in a contention slot, is approximately Poisson distributed in this case. With 
the initial condition (5.1) and the Poisson approximation, Eq. (5.40) follows
directly from Eq. (5.20) by replacing (^) (^f)m (l — ^f)n m with e Pc^  and
7 7 1 = 0  ' 7 7 1 = 0
letting fa  m\pc,Ps) — 0 where appropriate. The second part of the lemma can
also be proved similarly. □
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Denote by (pc, ps) and pfifi (pc, ps) the lower bounds of (pc, ps) and p ^  (pc, ps) , 
respectively. Using Corollary 2 and Lemma 3, we have the following theorem
T h e o r e m  1 In asymptotic case when the number of users approaches infinity, 
the lower bounds of the average number of slots and the expected number of trans­
missions required for the splitting based MSA to select q users are given by
9—1
l {q\P c ,P s )  = 1 e_  e _Pc ( 1 + ^ 2  ^  ( j (q m ){Pc,Ps) + log (^™) + r n j j 
\  m=l ‘ /
+ 1 3 ^  E  | r  (l0«*  H  + « ) - <5-42)
m—q
A(,W .)  = £  % (+ -”>+,p .) + ^  + ™)
171=1
OO
+  T-— — y '  ^ 7  ( “  +  9 ) • (5.43)1 — e-Pc m \ \  1 — p s Jm—q
Proof: For a single user selection algorithm (q — 1), Lemma 3 and Corollary 2 
implies tha t
—Pc 00
i(i){pc,ps) > i + e ■ y z a™’ 5^-44)1 — e Pc Jm=1
where am = &j-logx(m ). The expression on the right hand side of (5.44) is
m ' Pa
the lower bound of the average duration of the single user selection algorithm, 
denoted by l ^ \ p CiPs), if and only if the series am converges. In order to check if 
it this the case, we consider,
lim 0,171+1 = lim — l0gm(m -1- 1) =  0. (5.45)
m-»oo am m->oo 772 +  1
Thus, using the D’ Alembert criterion (the ratio test) [72] the series converges and
l^l\pciPs) exists. By iteration, we have the lower bound of the average duration 
of the MSA as given in (5.42). The proof for the lower bound of the expected
number of transmissions can be done similarly. □
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5.6 Conclusion
In this chapter, we proposed a generalized splitting algorithm for the multiuser 
selection. The algorithm is characterized by two design parameters, namely, the 
contention factor pc and the selection factor ps. In particular, the two measures 
of interest are the duration of the algorithm (in time slots) and the number of 
transmissions required by all users in the system. Based on the principle of 
the algorithm, we obtained the exact expressions for the calculation of these 
measurements as well as their expectations. The expressions are in the form of 
recursive equations which are complex and do not reveal the scalable nature of the 
algorithm. For this reason, we derived lower bounds of these measures. As the 
algorithm was studied in a probabilistic view, these lower bounds are independent 
of the application scenarios and can be used as good approximations of behavior 
of large systems.
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Chapter 6
Functional Equation Arising and 
A sym ptotic Analysis of a 
Splitting Based M SA
6.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter, we described a novel splitting algorithm for the multiuser 
selection based on the single user version described in [70]. Our proposal is 
considered to be general while retaining the simplicity and the distributed nature 
of the selection problem. From the principle of the algorithm, recursive equations 
for the duration of the algorithm and for the number of transmissions required 
were formulated. Furthermore, we derived the lower bounds of the expectations 
of these measures. This chapter is devoted to a comprehensive analysis of the 
algorithm in the asymptotic case. The ultimate aim is to show the scalable nature 
of our proposal as well as to obtain a useful method for choosing the parameters.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Functional equations arising 
in the MSA are showed in Section 6.2. Section 6.3 describes the contraction con­
ditions that are necessary for establishing the solution of the functional equation 
in Section 6.4. Based on the general solution, we derive exact expressions for the
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expectations of the two measures of interest for the asymptotic case. Further­
more, using these expressions as closed form approximations for large network, 
the design parameters can be optimized. The simulation and numerical results 
are given in Section 6.5. Finally, Section 6.6 concludes the chapter.
6.2 Functional Equations for A sym ptotic Anal­
ysis o f the M SA
Recall Lemma 3 in Chapter 5. The first summation in (5.40) is, in fact, the 
unconditional expectation of the duration of a selection epoch when the algorithm 
(still) needs to select q users. Re-arrange (5.40) and let
00 „_rn.
U{q)(pc,Ps) = ^ 2  e~PC'— \ Sm(Ps) (6-1)z—' ml
7 7 1 = 0
rfn
=  (i _  e-*)i<‘>(pc,p.) -  ] T  e - * ^ < * - m>(pc,p,)- (6.2)z ' ml
771= 1
Similarly, let OO
Viq) (Pc, Ps)  =  e ~PC7 t \ T™ W  (6 -3 )'  771!
7 7 1 = 0
be the unconditional expectation of the number of transmission needed for a
selection epoch when the algorithm needs to select q users. From Eq. (5.41), we
have
tfh
v{q)(Pc,Ps) = (1 -  e~Pc)n{q)(pc,ps) -  ^ 2  e~Pc^ f i {q~m){pc,Ps)- (6.4)
771 = 1
Eq. (6.2) and Eq. (6.4) are recursive formulas (in term of q) for l^q\ p c,Ps) and 
P^ q\.PcPs)> respectively. Using the initial conditions and the equations derived 
in Chapter 5, we have the next lemma
L em m a 4 In asymptotic case, the unconditional expectation of the duration of 
a selection epoch when algorithm (still) needs to select q users (q > I), and the
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unconditional expectation o f the number of  transm issions required are given by 
the following functional equations
u {q)(pc,Ps) =  u {q)(psp c, p s) + e~PsPcu{q){( 1 -  Ps)pc,Ps)
+  X I  e~PaP° P^SP°\ (I1 “  Ps)Pc,Pa)
m =  1 m -
+  1 -  e~Pc -  pce~Pc -  e~PsPc -  I(q>i)pspce~Pc, (6.5)
v iq){Pc,Ps) =  v iq){PsPc,Ps} +  e~paPcv {q) ((1 - P s )P c ,P s )
+  ((1 -  p s)pc,p s)
m —1
+  Pc ~  PsPce~Pc -  (1 -  Ps)pce~PaPc. (6.6)
where / ( 9>i) is the indicator  function, which is defined as follow:
I{q>  l) —
Proof: By substituting (5.5), (5.10) and (5.16) into (6.1), we have (6.8) which 
contains two terms U \  and These terms represent two sub-epochs generated 
by splitting the active set after a collision in the contention slot. In general, the 
first subset has (on average) pspc users. The derivation for U \  is given in (6.9), 
where the last line follows the definition in (6.1). This can be interpreted as the 
length of the sub-epoch, which is generated by evaluating the first subset, and 
which is statistically indistinguishable from that of the selection epoch with the 
same number of users. Here, e~PsPc and pspce~PsPc account for the events that the 
first subset is either empty or has exactly one user, respectively. The derivation 
for U 2 is slightly different and is not as straightforward. How the second subset 
be evaluated depends on how many users the algorithm still needs to select after 
successfully evaluating the first sub-epoch. Moreover, we need to consider two 
different cases. For the single user selection (q = 1), C/2 is derived in (6.10).
However, for the multiuser selection (q > 2), if the first subset has exactly one
I it q >  I
0 otherwise. ' ’ ’
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— r)
q\ p c,Ps) =  e~Pc + p ce~Pc +  e~Pc —
mlm = 2
(* + E (l)^ 1 ~  + E (™)rf(! -
oo m m / \
= 1+E E (fcW
m=2 fc=l '  '
v.
C/i
oo m m / \
+  E e_Pc| r E  u W 1 - p . ) " - ‘» 2 :f(p .)- (6-8)
m = 2 fc=0
"----------------------------v----------------------------'
U2
OO m  /  \ m  .
^ = E E ^ P;, fc!(>T-fc)!P"(1 -HP**
m =  1 fc—1 ' '
=e ^ ^ ^ V )  e  e~(l^ ((1Z-^r*) - ™ * p ‘
k= 1 m=fc '
=1
=  u iq)(p3p c, p s) -  e PaPc - p sp ce Pc• (6.9)
if q =1
Ui = e~p‘Pc e-{i-P.)pA ^ - P ‘^ )  ,5fa)(ps) _  e- *  _  (1 _  p<)Pce-P«
m =0 m ‘
=  e_PsPcu (g)( ( l  -  Ps)Pc,Ps) -  e -Pc -  (1 -  Ps)pce ”Pc. (6.10)
else
jr _  y '  - p . p . M  Y '  c -(l-p.)Pe ( ( x ~ P ‘ )Pc)m fc (9-fc) (- ,
U2~  2 ^ e k \ z_/ e (m -  fc)! s» - * ^
fc=0 m=fc '
-  e~Pc -  p sPce~Pc ~  (1 -  Ps)pce~Pc
=  e~PaPc —s^ ~ u{q~k) ((i -  ps)Pc,Ps) 
k=0
-  e -Pc - p sp ce~Pc ~  (1 -  Ps)pce~Pc■
(6.11)
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user (with probability pspce~PsPc), the second subset can not be empty (with 
probability e~(1-Ps)pc), hence the extra term pspce~Pc (=  pspce~PsPce~^~p^Pc) is 
included. The detailed derivation for U2 in this case is given in (6.11).
The first part of Lemma 4 follows by putting U\ (from (6.9)) and U2 (from 
(6.10) or (6.11)) back into (6.8). The second part of the lemma can be proved in 
a similar manner. □
Lemma 4 shows two functional equations that need to be tackled. Unfortu­
nately, it is not possible to obtain the solutions analytically for the current form 
of these equations. In the next section, we will obtain similar functional equations 
with contraction conditions which are necessary for establishing the closed form 
formulas for the measures.
6.3 C ontraction Conditions
L em m a 5 Let
' 1 — e~Pc mln~0
°° m ' M ' ' - m )
(6 .12)
(6.13)
then
lim. a iq)(pc,ps) = 0,
Pc-+ 0
lim /3(,,(pc,p,) =  0.
(6.14)
(6.15)
P roof: From Eq. (6.12), we have
6.3 Contraction Conditions
where bm(pc) =  e Pcp™ and f (p c) =  1 — e Pc. Note that, for m  > 2
lim bm (pc) =  lim /  (pc) = 0. (6.17)
Pc->  o Pc-> o
Using the L’Hospital’s rule [72], it can be shown that 
u M p J  u v jp c )
f (Pc)  P™  f ' iPc)
.. m e^p ™ ”1 — e~Pcp™
= l im ------------------------- —
pc-> o e~Pc
= 0 Vto > 2, (6.18)
and the first part of Lemma 5 follows. The second part of the lemma can be 
proved similarly. □
Lemma 5 above shows the limiting condition of a ^ { p c,Ps) and ^ q\ p c,Ps)i
respectively. Naturally, oSq\ p c,Ps) is the unconditional expectation of the length
of the selection epoch excluding the first contention slot scaled by 1 — e~Pc, the
probability that the selection set is non empty. From (6.1) and (6.12), one can 
obtain the relationship between u ^ (p c,ps) and a ^ ( p c, p s) as follows:
u iq)(pc,Ps) = 1 +  (1 -  e~Pc) a {q\ p c , p 3). (6.19)
Consequently, (6.2) can be rewritten as
l iq){PoPs)  =  OL{q\ p c, p s) +  1 _ 1e_pc
p - P c  t f n
+  (6-2°)
m = 1
Similarly, / 3 ^ ( p c,Ps) denotes the unconditional expectation of the number of 
transmissions required in the selection epoch, excluding the first m  transmissions 
in the contention slot, and scaled by Pr{m > 0}. Analogous to (6.19) and (6.20),
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we have
v{q)(pc,ps) =Pc + (1 -  e Pc)Piq)(pc,ps), (6.21)
At{q)(Pc,Ps) = (3{q)(Pc,Ps) +  1 ^ ce_pr
p - P c  rfn-
+  E i — t V h (p. p -)' (6-22)“  1 — e m!
771= 1
Eq. (6.20) and (6.22) imply that in order to calculate l ^ ( p c,Ps) and pSq\ p c,ps), we 
can try  to find analytic forms of cx^{pc,ps) and /?^(pc,ps), instead of u ^ ( p C)ps) 
and v ^ ( p c,p3). Furthermore, putting iiSq\ p c,ps) and v ^ ( p c,pa) from (6.19) and 
(6.21) into (6.5) and (6.6), after some manipulations, we have
a {q\Pc,Ps) =  ti(pc,ps)a{q)(pspc,p3)
+ t2{jPc,Pa)oi{-q)((l -Ps)Pc,Pa) + t {q) (j)c, ps), (6.23)
P(q){Pc,Ps) = tl(pc,Ps)(3{q)(PsPc,Ps)
+ t2(pc,ps)P{q){(l -  Ps)Pc,Ps) + tp\pc ,Ps),  (6.24)
where
I  _  e ~PaP c
tiiPcPs) = -T — ; (6.25)1 — e Pr-
p - P * P c (  1 _  p - { l ~ P s ) P c \
hiPc.P.) = ------------------------------------------------------------------------ (6.26)
t() = : + g t p E ^ l
1 — e Pc ' (1 — e Pc)m\
m =  1 v '
+ t2(pc,Ps) ^ 2  — a (<?~m) ((1 -  ps)pc,ps) ; (6.27)
m — l
q- 1
(1 — Ps)Pce Papc(pspcyAq)( \ i I  _  s)  y r \JP
t p i p c P s )  =  P.Pc +  ^  d - e - M m !
m=l ' 2
(PsPc)+  A2(Pc,P.s) ^  [P-3^ /  Piq m)( ( l - p s)Pc,Ps)- (6.28)
m=l
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Importantly, we can show that both £i(.) and are positive and
t\(PcPs) +  t2(pc,Ps) = 1, (6.29)
for pc > 0 and 0 < ps < 1. Thus, they are bounded in (0,1).
The following lemma provides another important property of t a \ p c,ps) and
tp\pc,Ps)-
L em m a 6 The quantities t a \ p c,ps) and PaPs) given in (6.27) and (6.28),
respectively, are both positive and
=  mu t iq) 
p c->o
l im t ^ ( p c,p3) lim. ^ \ p c,ps) = 0. (6.30)Pc-40 P ^0 K
Consequently, bothta (pc,ps) andtp (pc,ps) locally increase withpc in the vicinity 
of 0.
Proof: Consider
t (a1}(Pc,Ps) = fl(Pc) = 1 -  (6-31)
and, for q > 1, also
taKPoPs) = fl(Pc) +  f2(PdPs) +  h(Pc,Ps) +  h{PdPs), (6-32)
- P c
where
h(Pc,P,) = P’M \ ™ - p e~P‘1’ <6'33)1 _  e  Pc 
p-PsPcfft „
=  ( 6 - 3 4 )m=2 v '
f l i P d P s )  =  h ( P d P s )  Q!(<?~m)( ( 1 -P «)P c,P a)- (6 -35)
m=l
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It can be seen that each fi(pc,ps), i € {1,2,3,4} is positive. We now prove that 
limPc-+o fi{pc,Ps) = 0. First
lirn f i(pc) = 1 -  lim VcS1
pc-> o Pc—>o 1 — e~Pc
r  bi{Vc) lim —- —
P‘->° f(Pc)
=  l - l i ^ 4 ,  (6.36)
where f (p c) =  1 — e Pc. One can see that
lim bi(pc) =  lim f (p c) = 0, (6.37)
Pc p c
Using the L’Hospital’s rule [72], we have
lim f i (pc) =  1 — lim Pc^ o J1KFcJ pc->o f '(p c)
P p c    ( T )  p Pc
=  1 -  lim  -------     0 (6.38)
Pc-> 0 e - P c
Using the same method, we can prove that
lim / 2(pc,pa) =  lim. M p c,ps) =  0. (6.39)
p c“ >0 pc—KJ
and limPc_).o fiiPaPs) — 0 follows from Lemma 5.
The fact that t ^ ( p c,ps) is positive and locally increases in the vicinity of 0, 
can be proved in a similar manner. □
Remark 1: In (6.23) and (6.24), a^q\ p c,ps) and P ^ ( p c,Pa) are expressed as 
functional equations similar to those given in Lemma 4. The main difference are 
the conditions given in (6.29) and Lemma 6, which we refer to as the contraction 
conditions.
6.4 Solution of Functional Equation
Subject to the contraction conditions, the functional equation can be solved. Let
0i (Pc)=PsPc, (6.40)
<*2(Pc) =f (1 ~Ps)Pc, (6.41)
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and let H  be the semi-group of linear substitutions generated by functions <Ti and 
<72, where the semi-group operation is the composition of functions. The identity 
of H, denoted by e, is the function e(pc) =  pc. Any cr £ H  can be written in the 
form
a = ah ai2 . . .a ik, (6.42)
for fc > 0 and ij £ {1,2}.
In addition, define
|cr^ =f C3id{j\ij =  1}; (6.43)
|cr|2 =f card{.7'|2j =  2}; (6.44)
and \a\ d= |cr|x +  |cr|2 ; (6.45)
where |cr| • is the number of occurrences of Oi in a and |<r| is called the length of
substitution. Let H k C H  be the subset containing all substitutions of length k.
Any element crfc(pc) £ H k, which can be written in the form of (6.42), has a value
equal to p ^ { l  — ps) ^ 2Pc- Thus, for any pc > 0 and ps £ (0,1), we have
(jk(jj {pc) < ° k(Pc), Vfc >  0, j  £ {1,2}, (6.46)
lim crk(pc) =  e°°(Pc) =  0. (6.47)
k —>oo
Note that the semigroup H  satisfies the obvious decompositions:
f { e }U a 1H U a 2H  ( .
H  ~  \  {e} U H a ,  U H a 2, (6 '48)
and correspondingly for a given fc, fc > 1
Hk = {  (6.49)
The following theorem states the solution to functional equations of the form 
(6.23) and (6.24).
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T heorem  2 I f  t (p c), t \ ( p c), ^(Pc) are positive  entire functions satisfying the 
following contraction conditions
C l)  t (p c) is locally increasing function  in the v ic in ity  o f  0 and
C2) t \  +  £2 =  
then functional equations of the fo rm
A(pc) =  *i(pc)A (o i(p c)) +  <2 (Pc) A (<t2 (pc)) +  t (pc), (6.50)
where
lim  A(pc) =  0, (6.51)
Pc->0
have a unique entire solution given by
KPc)  =  ^ r ( < 7 ( p c))i(< j(p c) ) ,  (6.52)
tre H
where fo r  given a k =  <7^ . . .  G H k, & >  0,
 2
r (<7*(Pc)) =  J J  t ij+l ( a k’j (pc) ) . (6.53)
j = 0
F/ere, <7fe,J(pc) is an element o f  W  form ed  by taking the f irs t  j  substitutions of a k. 
Proof: B y iteration, A(pc) in (6.50) can be w ritten  as
OO
A(Pc) =  A *(pc) +  ^  ck, (6.54)
k=0
where
^  =  X I  r (<jfcf e ) ) K (jA:(Pc)), (6.55)
<rkeHk
fc—► 00
<T k(zHk
A*(pc) =  Jim r(a -*(pc)) A(cr*(pc) ) . (6.56)
Eq. (6.54) holds if
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1. The series Ck converges and,
2. A*^(pc,Ps) exists.
First, using decomposition in (6.49), we have
Cfc+i =  ^  r (a k+1(pc)) t(ak+1(pc))
crfc+ie//fcCriUHfca2
=  'r {(7kiP c ) ) Y l t3(ak(Pc))t (akcrj(Pc))- (6-57)
trkeHk j=i
Therefore,
2
hm cfc+1 < r (a k{pc)) t(a k(pc)) ^ ^ ( c r fc(pc)) =  cfc, (6.58)
j=i
since akaj(pc) < crk(pc) (Eq. (6.46)) and as A; tends to infinity, crk(pc) approaches 
0 (Eq. (6.47)), while t(.) is a positive and locally increasing function in the 
vicinity of 0 (condition C l). Thus
lim < 1, (6.59)
k-¥  oo Ck
by the D’Alembert’s criterion (the ratio test) [72], the series converges.
On the other hand, because
lim A(<7fc(pc)) =  0 andfc—>00
lim r(crk(pc)) = 0, (6.60)
we can see that A*(pc) is an entire function that is bounded by 0. By Liouville’s 
theorem for complex analysis [73], the entire function is constant; more precisely, 
A*{pc) =  0- Therefore, we can conclude that A(pc) given in (6.52) is the convergent 
sum, and it is a unique solution of the functional equation given in (6.50). □
Theorem 2 gives rise to the following corollary.
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C oro lla ry  3 In the asymptotic case, the average duration of the splitting based 
MSA to select q users and the expected number of transmissions are given by
i  p - P c  n m*(,W. )  = i E1 — e p° 1 — e Pc ' ml
771—1
CX)
+  X !  X !  r { a k ( P c ) ) t {^ ( ( J k { p c ) , p s )  (6.61)
k =0  <rk £ H k
n  p ~ P c  n m1 =T E -P.)1 _  e pc i  _  e pc z—/ m i 
771= 1
OO
+E E r(<7fc(pc))49)(^ fe),ps)- (6-62)
k = 0 (Tk€Hk
Remark 2: As l^q\ p c,Ps) and pSq\ p c,ps) are given in the form of positive 
convergent series. Considering the first few terms of the summations in (6.61) 
and (6.62) (says up to k = 5) gives good approximations of the average duration 
and of the expected number of transmissions required in the asymptotic case. 
Furthermore, given a large system, the truncated expressions can be used to 
calculate the measures of interest, which allow the system designers to quickly 
compute the necessary parameters for the system optimization, when required.
6.5 N um erical R esults and D iscussions
There is a close relationship between the selection algorithm proposed and the 
CRA random access. In particular, the selection factor is analogous to the split­
ting probability of the CRA while the contention factor represents the traffic 
intensity at the beginning of each collision resolution interval (CRI), i.e., the 
product of the input rate and the window size of the simplified window access 
(SWA) algorithm [45, 28]. In other words, it is always possible to construct a 
random access protocol using the generalized MSA and the throughput of such 
the protocol is equal to the ratio of the number of users to be selected q and the
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average duration l ^ ( p c,ps) of the algorithm, i.e., the inverse of the time expected 
to find a user. Note that, most researches in the literature [8, 9, 70, 50, 69] only 
evaluate the average duration of the algorithm W  (pc, Ps) ■
If we assume that a ternary feedback is negligibly small and there is no other 
cost involved with the selection process, the expected number of transmissions 
Piq){Pc,Ps) can be considered to be the overhead of the algorithm. From (6.22), 
the selection factor ps only affects p^q\ p c,ps) through (3^{pc,ps), and also,
lim P{q\ p c,ps) = 0. (6.63)Ps—>o
Thus, given the contention factor pc, a small value of ps close to 0 would result 
in a small overhead. Furthermore, it can be shown that
lim.LL(1)(pc,ps) = 1. (6.64)
Pc->- o
Though not formally proved in this chapter, we expect that p^ijpcPs) is a non­
decreasing function of both parameters pc and pa. Therefore, if there is no delay 
constraint, the trivial solution to minimize the overhead is pc = ps = e, where e is 
set to be arbitrarily small. In this case, an infinite delay is expected, which makes 
the situation non-realistic and undesirable. In practice, we encounter designs that 
take into account both measures jointly, so different optimization problems can be 
formulated. One simple possibility is to minimize a weighted sum of the overhead 
and the duration as follows:
min [dil{q){pc,ps) +  d^p{q){pc,ps)] . (6.65)
Pc,Ps
Here di and are the weight factors, showing how important a measure is com­
paring to the another. Often, these factors are application dependent. In the 
remaining of this section, we consider two illustrative cases: i.) di — 1 and 
=  0, i.e., only the delay is concerned and ii.) di = 2/3 and dM =  1/3, i.e., 
the delay is considered twice as important as the overhead associated with the
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selection process. Note that, all the infinite series are truncated up to k = 5 in 
the computations.
When di = 1 and =  0, the problem in (6.65) collapses to minimizing the 
expected duration of the algorithm, i.e., to find
{Pc9)*»P?}*} =  argmin l {q)(pc, p s)- (6.66)
Pc jPs
The solution to this problem can be found numerically using some optimization 
algorithms. For different number of users q to be selected, Table 6.1 shows the 
optimal parameters obtained using the steepest descent method. Note that, in 
order to guarantee the global optimality of the parameters obtained using the 
numerical optimization, l^q\ p c,Ps) needs to be convex. However, in this work, we 
omit the mathematical proof and assume the convexity.
Figs. 6.1 and 6.2 plot l ^ ( p c,Ps) as a function of pc and ps for the cases of 
p s = p ^ *  and p c =  p ^ * ,  respectively. They are supported by simulations for 
two cases n — 20 and n  =  100. These results not only confirm the convexity 
assumption but also show that truncation at k = 5 can be used to approximate 
the performance.
For comparison purposes, Fig. 6.3 and Fig. 6.4 show the simulation results for 
the average duration of the algorithm to select one user and three users as the 
total number of available users varies for two cases: i.) the parameters are chosen 
optimally pc — p p s = p and ii.) the parameters are set to maximize the 
probability of success in the contentions slots (pc = 1) and also the fair splitting 
(ps =  0.5). It can be observed from these figures that the number of slots required 
increases with the number of users in the system, but gradually converges to the 
numerical asymptotic as n  gets large. In addition, when the optimal parameters 
are used, the algorithm performs better even when the number of users n is 
as small as 10. The performance gain increases as the number of users to be 
selected q increases. Furthermore, we note that for large n, a simple single user
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selection algorithm with two parameters requires approximately 2.45 slots on 
average, which is comparable to that of the complex algorithm proposed in [50].
Table 6.1: Optimal parameters
q di — 1, =  0 di = 2/3, d„ = 1/3
l {1.1052,0.4534} {0.7978,0.3676}
2 {1.2358,0.4763} {0.8634,0.3793}
3 {1.2545,0.4528} {0.8860,0.3466}
4 {1.2867,0.4280} {0.8929,0.3398}
5 {1.2939,0.4219} {0.8985,0.3360}
We now consider the overhead and the delay jointly. For demonstration, 
the weight factors are set to di = 2/3 and dM =  1/3. The optimal parameters 
for different q are also recorded in Table 6.1. Fig. 6.5 and Fig 6.6 plot the 
weighted sum of the average duration of the algorithm and the expected number 
of transmissions as the parameters varies. Due to the effect of p,^(pc,ps)> the 
optimal values of the parameters are now shifted to the left which clearly show 
an implication that a lower overhead would be achieved for smaller values of the 
parameters pc and ps.
Fig. 6.7 and Fig 6.8 plot the cost function as the number of users to be 
selected q increases for two cases: i.) di = 1, — 0; and ii.) di = 2/3, =  1/3,
respectively. In these figures, the parameters are chosen optimally (as listed in 
Table 6.1). We also plot the cost function obtained using the lower bounds of 
l{q){Pc,Ps) and p,(q){Pc,Ps) given in Theorem 1. In both cases, the gap between 
the lower bounds and exact expressions are visible. However, as the cost function 
increases somewhat linearly with q, the curves obtained using (5.42) and (5.43) 
capture the trend and follow similarly.
6.6 Conclusions
Remark 3: The truncation of the infinite sums in Corollary 3 gives the tight 
lower bounds of l ^ { p c,ps) and p,^(pc,ps) since both series converge and only 
contain positive terms. The lower bounds we derived in Chapter 5 are not as 
tight as those based on the truncation 1. However, in terms of computation, the 
complexity of (6.61) and (6.62) could be rather high as q gets larger. Therefore, 
if one wants to consider the number of users to be selected as a design parameter, 
the bounds in Theorem 1 are practically useful since the behavior of the measures 
can be captured as q increases.
6.6 Conclusions
In this chapter, we studied the performance of the splitting based MSA in the 
asymptotic case. Mathematical analysis of the measures of interest leaded to 
functional equations of the same form. Subject to some contraction conditions, 
the exact expressions for the average duration of the algorithm and the expected 
number of transmissions required were derived. Furthermore, these results shed 
light to the problems in choosing the parameters for the algorithm. For mini­
mizing the expected number of transmissions (the overhead), the two parameters 
shall be set arbitrarily small. On the other hand, the resulting delay, represented 
by the average duration, would be infinite in this case. For the design purposes, 
it is possible to assume both the delay and the overhead jointly. For example, 
one can consider optimizing the parameters in order to minimize the weighted 
sum of the measures of interest.
1To avoid confusion, we refer to truncations (6.61) and (6.62) as the exact expressions for 
l ^ iP c P s )  and £t(<7)(pc,pa)-
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6.6 Conclusions
As a final note, the lower bounds derived in the previous chapter are not 
tight. However, they require lower computational complexity compared with the 
expressions derived in this chapter. In addition, they capture the behavior of 
the measures of interest as q increases. Thus, these bounds are useful when the 
number of users to be selected is considered as a design parameter.
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Chapter 7
An Energy Efficient Cooperative 
Transmission Scheme 
w ith D istributed Beamforming 
and Sensor Selection  
in W ireless Sensor Networks
7.1 Introduction
Distributed beamforming has been recently studied in WSN as a promising coop­
erative transmission technique for efficient data fusion of sensors observations [74, 
75, 76, 77, 78]. By collaborating their transmission using distributed phased arrays 
the sensor nodes are able to emulate a traditional fixed array of antenna elements 
and achieve the same gains in terms of main lobe enhancement, side lobe reduc­
tion, and null pointing to improve the intended receiver’s SNR. Furthermore, the 
interference caused by unwanted transmitters (if any) can be removed. The use 
of the term “distributed” has two distinct meaning in the sense of distributed 
beamforming [79]. First, in contrast to traditional beamforming literature which 
relies on a strict, uniform placement of the antenna elements, the antennas of 
the distributed beamformers, i.e., the sensor nodes themselves, are distributed
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in some randomly structured fashion. In this case, the location of each element 
must be considered on its own, rather than simply considering the location of 
the array as a whole. Note that, the sensors are still controlled by some central 
sources; hence some quantities such as the locations, phase offsets, and transmit 
capabilities of each sensor are taken into account when calculating the beam- 
forming weights. Second, each sensors participating in cooperative transmission 
are independent processing units. Thus, methods for determining ideal complex 
weights must be distributed in the sense that they can be carried out by each 
node individually without sharing significant amount of information.
W ith the distributed beamforming approach, the sensor transmission power 
can be reduced as the number of active sensors increases. However, for coherent 
combining at the fusion center (FC), the carrier phases of the signals transmitted 
by sensors need to be aligned through a control signal, i.e., feedback. When 
a certain adaptive algorithm is used for the carrier phase alignment, there are 
two important issues for the distributed beamforming: i.) the amount of control 
signal; and ii.) the convergence rate. Thus, it is desirable to have a transmission 
scheme with the fast convergence rate and the low control overhead. In [80], it is 
shown that binary signaling can be used for carrier phase alignment.
On the other hand, if the time division duplex (TDD) mode is used for commu­
nication, the phase alignment can be achieved by having each sensor to estimate 
the channel coefficients of the wireless link to the FC based on the channel reci­
procity. This approach requires the FC to broadcast a pilot signal so that each 
sensor can carry out the channel estimation. The sensors can then use the (esti­
mated) channel knowledge to adjust the phase of transmitted signals for coherent 
combining at the FC. In this case, adaptive algorithms are not required. However, 
there is still another issue. Provided that the FC requires a target signal-to-noise 
ratio (SNR) to successfully decode the sensors messages, it is not necessary to use 
all the available sensors for cooperative transmission as the resulting SNR at the
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FC might be higher than needed. To obtain energy savings, it would be desirable 
that the number of active sensors is minimized, while the target SNR is met [81].
In this chapter, we demonstrate application of the splitting based multiuser 
selection algorithm (MSA) for the sensor selection in a cooperative transmission 
scheme with the distributed beamforming which potentially achieves the energy 
efficiency. In brief, triggered by a request from the FC, the communication be­
tween the sensors and the FC is performed in four (4) phases:
• channel state information (CSI) acquisition phase;
• sensor selection phase;
• beamforming phase;
• cooperative transmission phase.
Throughout the chapter, it is assumed that the TDD is employed. The total 
energy consumption of all four phases is considered. Different to other transmis­
sion schemes in the literature, our proposal includes a new sensor selection phase 
that selects the best sensors for the cooperative transmission and to maximize 
the energy efficiency.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. The system model is 
presented in Section 7.2. A cooperative transmission scheme consisting of four 
phases is proposed in Section 7.3. Section 7.4 provides analyses of the energy 
consumption. Simulation and numerical results are shown in Section 7.5. Finally, 
Section 7.6 concludes the chapter with some remarks.
7.2 System  M odel
We consider a WSN consisting of n  sensors denoted by Si, S2 , . . . ,  Sn, and a FC, 
denoted by D, representing the destination. A graphical illustration of the net­
work is depicted in Fig. 7.1. All the network nodes (sensors and the FC) are
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equipped with a single antenna. Periodically, the FC collects messages (repre­
senting sensor measurements over the time) which are commonly available at all 
sensors. It is assumed that all sensors use the same coding scheme of L-element 
codewords. Upon request, a common data packet of L symbols, denoted by s, 
will be cooperatively sent to D.
Si
sensed data
S„
F ig u re  7.1: Sensor network model with fusion center
Let hi, i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,  n, be the channel gains of the links from S* to D. As the 
TDD mode is considered, this channel gain is identical to that of the reverse link 
from D to S*. Note that, in this chapter, we assume that all channels are flat 
fading and that the channel gains hi are IID for different i. This assumption is 
reasonable if the sensors are uniformly deployed in approximately equal distance 
from the FC and provided that transmission to the FC experiences multipath 
fading, i.e., there are rich scatterers around the FC. Let a* =  \hi\2 and denote by 
f (a )  the common probability density function (PDF) of a^’s.
For transmission of messages to the FC, multiple sensors can cooperatively 
form a distributed beamformer provided that each of them knows the CSI of all 
the active sensors. Let Q, Q C {1,2, . . . ,  n}, whose cardinality is denoted by q, be 
the set of sensor indices that are activated for distributed beamforming. When
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a single sensor S* is used, Q =  {i} and <7 =  1, while Q =  {1,2, . . . ,  n} and q = n 
if all the available sensors are selected. Given the set of active sensors Q, the 
received signal at the FC is given by
where Wi is the beamforming weight at Si and v ~  CN(0, N qT) is the background 
noise at D. The transmission power at S; is therefore given by Pi = \wi\2.
With cooperative transmissions, it is well known that the energy efficiency 
can be improved because the required transmission power is reduced. Let SNRD 
be the SNR level required by D so that it can correctly decode the transmitted 
packets. For example, when the message of R L  bits is encoded to become a packet 
of L  symbols and a random Gaussian codebook is employed, SNRD =  (2^ — l) . 
If only a single random sensor Sj, that knows its own channel gain hi, is used 
to transmit, it is required that Wi = N°SNR*hi. , corresponding to the transmissionCt%
power of Pi — 7V°SNRp, to achieve the target SNR. On the other hand, if multipleOt%
sensors S^s, i G Q, are randomly chosen, the beamforming weights and the total 
transmission power are Wi = an(j p Q — \Wj)f =  w ps n r d ; respectively.3^ 2_^ i£Q
Assuming that f (a )  is an exponential function (Rayleigh fading), E[P*] =  oo due 
to a non-zero probability of \hi\2 being zero, i.e., an infinite power would be 
required when a single random sensor is used. However, with the distributed 
beamforming, E[Pq] =  which is finite when q > 1. This shows a great 
benefit of cooperative transmissions in terms of the energy efficiency.
In the discussion above, the CSI knowledge is assumed to be available at 
both sides of the link, the sensors and the FC, without any extra cost. Under 
this assumption, a trivial solution to the energy saving is to utilize all sensors. 
However, this assumption is non-realistic and the cost associated with the CSI 
acquisition often increases linearly with the number of sensors. If this cost is taken 
into account, utilizing all the sensors may not necessarily be the best option. In
(7.1)
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addition, how to obtain the CSI at sensors and, if only some sensors are used, and 
how to select good sensors needs to be studied. In the next section, we propose 
a scheme to select q sensors with the best channel gains powers among the n  
available sensors. We then analyze the total energy required for the transmission 
of a message to the FC in Section 7.4. This study provides a guideline in deciding 
a proper number of sensors for the minimum energy consumption per message 
given a set of system parameters.
7.3 Proposed Cooperative Transmission Scheme
As mentioned, the FC collects information from the sensors periodically. In re­
sponse to the FC request, the sensors cooperatively transm it until the transmis­
sion of the message is completed. In addition, we assume th a t the channel gains 
remain constant over a duration longer than the time required for cooperative 
transmission, i.e., slow fading assumption. Thus, the distributed beamformers 
can be used by activated sensors until the last symbol of the current data  packet 
is sent to the FC. Overall, communication is performed in four phases as illus­
trated  in Fig. 7.2.
CSI acquisition phase sensor selection phase beamforming phase cooperative transmission phase unused.
duration between 2 consecutive requests made by FC
FC transmits 
sensors transmit
Figure 7.2: The proposed cooperative transmission scheme with four phases
• CSI acqu isition  phase: The FC broadcasts a pilot packet of R t symbols 
to the sensors with the power Pt. This pilot packet is also used to inform the
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sensors that the current information is requested by the FC. Based on the 
received pilot symbols, each sensor estimates its channel gain. The energy 
required for this phase is given by
Ehc = R tPt . (7.2)
In general, there is a trade-off between the transmission power and the 
number of pilot symbols in order to achieve a certain estimation quality. If 
the transmission power is lowered, more pilot symbols are required. Never­
theless, the required amount of energy is independent of the message to be 
transmitted and the number of sensors. In this chapter, we consider this 
amount of energy to be a fixed parameter.
• Sensor selection  phase: The q best sensors are distributively selected 
based on a binary splitting algorithm, similar to the one described in Chap­
ter 5. In principle, this phase consists of a sequence of time slots (or rounds), 
in which the sensors independently polls for selection. At the beginning of 
a time slot, each sensor compares its channel gain with a threshold o th to 
decide whether or not to vote to be selected. A voting decision is a small 
message containing the information about the identity of the voting sensor 
added to a pilot packet of R t symbols which, in turn, can be used by the 
FC to estimate the channel coefficient of the wireless link from the selected 
sensor after the voting decision can be detected successfully. Specifically, 
we assume that the identity part of the voting decision is negligible and that 
the pilot symbols are transmitted with the power Pt. At the end of each 
time slot in the sensor selection phase, the FC feeds a ternary indicator back 
to the sensors to inform them about the voting result it detected. Normally, 
if no sensor voted, the broadcast feedback indicator is a idle (0) symbol. 
When only one sensor voted, the feedback is a success (1). Otherwise, the 
feedback indicator is a collision (e). Let the set of sensors that have not yet
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selected and the set of sensors with the right to vote be the backlogged set 
and the active set, respectively. At the beginning of each time slot, a th is 
recomputed based on the FC feedback so that the probability of each sensor 
deciding to vote in the active set is if the active set and the backlogged 
set are identical, or ps otherwise. Here, pc and ps are the parameters of the 
algorithm, known as the contention factor and the selection factor, and 1V& 
is the number of sensors in the backlogged set.
Algorithm 2 shows behavior of S* in the selection phase. This algorithm is, 
in fact, an application specific version of Algorithm 1 in Chapter 5 where 
the metric associated with each sensor is the power gain of the channel from 
the sensor to the FC. Here, get(feedback) is the procedure of detecting the 
feedback indicator sent by the FC and
split(a,b,p) =  F~1[pF(a) +  (1 -p )F (b ) ) ,  (7.3)
is the splitting function. Here F(a) = / Qa f{x )dx  is the cumulative distri­
bution function (CDF) of a*. Note that when the channel gains are inde­
pendent and identically distributed (HD), the threshold values are identical 
for all the sensors and the sensors with better channel conditions are al­
ways selected. However, this algorithm only provides a (proportional) fair 
selection if the sensors have different channel gain distributions.
Triggered by a single request from the FC, let L $  and be the number 
of the feedback indicators used by the FC (the number of selection rounds) 
and the number of transmissions used by all sensors in selecting the q best 
sensors, respectively. The energy consumed during the selection phase is 
given by
Exl =  L ^ R tP ,  +  M ^ R j P f ,  (7.4)
where R f  and Pf are the number of symbols and the transmission power of 
the feedback indicators, respectively.
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A lgorithm  2 Algorithm performed in the selection phase.
In p u t: n ,q ,pc,ps,F(-)
O u tp u t: se lec ted
1 Nsc\ 4— 0; Abi 4— N]
2 se lec ted  4 -  0; vo ted  <— 0;
3 feed b a ck  4 -  0; p r e v fe e d b a c k  4 -  0;
4 leve l 4— 0; a]OVf(level)  <— oo;
5 w hile Nse\ < q do
6 if feedback  =  1 th e n
7 Agei 4— Nse\ +  1; Nb\ <— N b\ — 1;
8 if vo ted  th e n
9 se lec ted  4— 1;
10 end  if
11 end  if
12 if \se lected  th e n
13 if feedback  =  e th e n
14 leve l <— leve l  +  1;
15 a up{level) 4— a up(level — 1);
16 aiow{ level) 4— sp l i t (a \ow(level — 1 ) , a up(leve l  — l ) ,p s);
17 else
18 if feed b a ck  =  0 an d  p r e v  feedback  =  e th e n
19 Q!up{ level)  4 -  a\ov, (level)]
20 a up(level — 1) 4— a\ow(leve l );
21 ct\OVf( leve l) 4 -  sp l i t (a \ 0^ ( leve l  — l ) , a np(level — 1 ) ,p s);
22 else
23 if level  >  0 th e n
24 level 4— level — 1;
25 else
26 a:Up(level)  4 -  a \oyf(level)]
27 Otioy/(level) 4 s p l i t (0, a Up(leve l) , ),
28 end  if
29 end  if
30 end  if
31 <*th « -  «iow(level)] vo ted  4 -  (\hi\2 >  a th);
32 p r e v  feed b a ck  4— feedback]
33 g e t ( f  eedback)]
34 end  if
35 end  w hile
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As discussed in Chapter 6 , the expectation of and Mn  ^ can be approxi­
mated asymptotically. Furthermore, it was shown that the average duration 
of an algorithm and the expected number of transmissions increase with the 
number of sensors q to be selected. Consequently, the more sensors are se­
lected, the higher energy would be required in this phase.
Beamforming phase: The cooperative beamformers are efficiently con­
structed if each of the selected sensors knows the sum of the channel gains 
of all the active sensors. Let S[i], S[2], . . . ,  S[9] denote the set of the q se­
lected sensors sorted in a descending order of the channel power gains, i.e., 
let a[!] > 0 [2] > . . .  > ct[qy Since h ^ i  =  1,2, . . . ,g ,  are known to D, it
transmits a message of Rb symbols with the power jVpSNRs, where SNRs is“[?]
the required SNR identical at all sensors, to inform all the selected sensors 
about the sum Yli=i a [»] ■ The energy required in this phase is given as
i4AoSNRs ( ^
Ehf = -------------- . (7.5)
a [q]
As can be seen from (7.5), the larger the number of sensors q is used, the 
more likely that a [q] gets smaller which results in a higher amount of energy 
consumption in this phase.
C ooperative transm ission phase: Upon knowing the sum ]Ci=i a [*]> a 
distributed beamformer can be constructed by the active sensors. All q 
selected sensors cooperatively send the common packet s of L  symbols to 
the FC. Specifically, the zth best sensor, S^, transmits with the power 
jvoSNRdqim  ^ energy required for this phase is given as
(E’=i“b])
TiVoSNRD
-E'coop — * \'*®/
1 a [i]
Similar to the discussion for the beamforming phase, one can see that the 
sum Yli=i a [i] Se s^ larger as more sensors are selection. Thus, Eq. (7.6)
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implies that, the more sensors are selected, the less energy would be required 
in this phase.
Overall, the total energy required to transmit a packet to the FC is given by 
-E'tot =  -E’bc +  E se +  E b{ + ■F'coop • (7.7)
7.4 A verage Energy C onsum ption per M essage
In this section, we analyze the expected energy required to transmit a data packet 
of L  symbols using the proposed cooperative transmission scheme given the pa­
rameters n, q, SNRd, SNRs, Pt, R t, P /, P /,  and R b. Throughout this section, we 
assume that / ( a )  =  exp(—ct), a > 0 , i.e., all communication links operate over 
Rayleigh fading channel with the unit mean b
In the selection phase, assuming that the system consist of a relatively large 
number of sensors, the asymptotic expressions can be used to approximate ex­
pectations of and M n \  Eq. (7.4) implies that the average energy required 
for the sensor selection E[Psei] is a weighted sum of the expectation of these two 
measurements. In this case, the parameters pc and ps can be optimized with rel­
atively complex computations as discussed in Chapter 6 . However, it was shown 
that the expectations of these measures would increase somewhat linearly with 
the number of sensors q to be selected, so it is more important to optimize this 
parameter rather than optimize pc and ps. Thus, we use the suboptimal choices 
of pc = 1 to maximize the probability of having a sensor selected in the first round 
and ps = 0.5 for the fair splitting.
Note that, when n = oo, the lower bounds of (the average duration of the 
selection phase) and p ^ , (the expected number of transmissions required to select
1This assumption, used in our analyses, is not required for the operation of scheme proposed 
in the previous section.
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q users) were derived in Chapter 5. These bounds were shown to be useful in 
capturing the behaviors of these measures as the number of sensors to be selected 
increases as in Chapter 6 . We rely on these lower bounds to estimate the energy 
required for the selection phase. Denote by and the corresponding lower 
bounds. W ith pc = 1 and ps = 0.5, from Theorem 1, we have
;-(?) _  _  1 +  V  l l " ~ ' n )  +  lo& (m) +  m  +  y '  log2(m) +  g )  ^
m —q
— -*• ( ^ q~m) ~  ^ _i_ W  +  q — 2  \
e — 1 1 m\ ^  m\ ) ’
\ m = l  m —q /
After substituting these bounds in (7.5), we get the approximate average energy 
required for the sensor selection as
E[£sel] «  l^Q tP t + M(,)Q fP f ■ (7.10)
In the beamforming phase, since a* are independent and exponentially dis­
tributed, Q[g], the (/th element in the descending order list of the channel power 
gain, can be written as [82]
n - q + l
“ M =  £  „ - i  + i& ’ (7'11)
i— 1
where f a  — i ( a [ n - i + q  — o :[n - i]) -  Note tha t fa are independent and distributed as 
a*. Let f [ q ] ( a )  denote the PDF of From (7.11), the closed-form expression of 
f [ q] ( a )  can be found, which is a weighted sum of the exponential functions. The 
average energy for the beamforming phase is given by
E[Eb,] = RbN0S m s [ ° ° - f u (a)da. (7.12)
Jo  a
To compute E [Ebf], a numerical method in [83] can be used. Note that /[g](0) =  0 
if q < n, therefore, E [Ebf] is finite, but increases with q. The case of selecting all 
the available sensors (q = n ) is not practical under the assumption of Rayleigh
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fading as the infinite amount of energy would be required for the beamforming 
phase.
Finally, we now consider the cooperative transmission phase. Define ct[i:q] = 
i a [i] and denote its PDF by f[i:q]{a). From (7.11), we have
n—q+l n
a [1:?] =  ^2 n _ i _|_ i P* 2^2 (7-13)
i = l  i=n—q
Similar to /[^(a), the closed-form expression of f[i:q](a) can be found. The average 
energy for the cooperative transmission phase is given by
E [Eco] -  LN 0S m D J - f [1:q](a)da. (7.14)
It can be seen that, opposed to the case of using a single random sensor, E [2£co] is 
finite even for q = 1 (i.e., only the best sensor is activated). This shows the great 
benefit of the sensor selection to energy savings. In addition, since cqi:g] is the
weighted sum of n IID random variables as shown in (7.13), a diversity of order
n  can be achieved for any number of selected sensors with better channel gain 
powers, provided that there are n  sensors available. Furthermore, the weights 
in (7.13) can be seen as as the cooperation or array gain. Note that the weights 
increase with <7 , therefore, more energy is saved in this phase if more sensors are 
selected.
7.5 N um erical and Sim ulation R esults
Our simulation set up follows the assumption in the previous section, that is, all 
communication channels are independent and exponentially distributed with the 
unit mean power (i.e., the Rayleigh fading). Both the SNRs required at the FC 
and the sensors are assumed to be SNRD =  SNRs =  1 . In addition, the energy for 
the CSI acquisition is assumed to be fixed and constant, which is Ebc = RtPt = 5. 
Moreover, in the sensor selection phase, we assume that the transmission power
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for (ternary) feedback Pj = 1 and the number of symbols in the feedback packet 
R f = 1 . In the beamforming phase, the FC reports the sum of the channel gain 
powers from the selected sensors in an encoded packet of Rb = 4 symbols.
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F ig u re  7.3: The energy consumption for the different number of selected sensors
When the packet length of L = 300 and there are n = 10 available sensors, 
Fig. 7.3 presents the average energy consumed per message for the different num­
ber of selected sensors (q varies from 1 to 9). It can be seen that the energy 
required for cooperative transmissions, E co, is reduced when more sensors are se­
lected. However, the reduction decreases as q increases since the contribution of 
the worst sensors becomes less significant in comparison with the better ones. On 
the other hand, since the expected number of rounds and transmissions for the 
distributed sensor selection increases with q, the energy for the selection phase, 
-ESei, is shown to grow with q. Moreover, because the higher power is required 
to report the sum of the channel gains (being inversely proportional to the gth 
largest gain amongst all the channels) when q increases, the energy for the beam- 
forming phase, i?bf, dramatically increases as q becomes larg. Therefore, the total
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energy would be a U-shape function of q as shown in Fig. 7.3. The simulation 
results clearly confirm this observation *.
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Figure 7.4: The optimal number of sensors to be selected for the different packet 
length
From the design point of view, a proper choice of q, the number of activated 
sensors, depends on the system parameters. For example, if the packet length L 
increases, i.e., more information is transmitted per request, while other param­
eters are fixed, the energy for the cooperative transmission, [i£Co], increases and 
becomes a dominant factor in the total energy. Therefore, q should be increased 
to exploit the benefits of the cooperative transmissions. On the other hand, if 
less information is requested, q should be decreased to reduce the overhead in­
curred in the sensor selection and the beamforming phases. This trend is showed 
in Fig. 7.4 where the optimal number of sensors is plotted against the different 
values of the packet length L  numerically.
1 As expected, there is a gap between the simulation and the analysis using the lower bound 
approximations. However, the gap only becomes significant when the number of selected sensors 
q is relatively large, the design rules are less affected.
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7.6 Concluding Remarks
In this chapter, we have demonstrated application of the splitting based MSA de­
veloped in the previous chapters. Assuming a WSN in which the FC periodically 
collects information from the sensor nodes, we proposed a cooperative transmis­
sion scheme with four phases: CSI acquisition, sensor selection, beamforming, 
and cooperative transmission, and then discussed the energy consumption per 
message. Assuming also the TDD mode of communication, initially, each sensor 
estimates the condition of its channel to the FC. Based on the estimated chan­
nel coefficient, the sensors participate in a polling session so that the FC can 
select the most suitable sensors for cooperative transmission. A beamformer is 
then constructed by the selected sensors and finally, sensing data is cooperatively 
transmitted to the FC. Our analysis showed that the user selection can bring 
great benefits for the energy savings. In addition, if more sensors are selected 
to send information to the FC, the energy efficiency in the cooperative transmis­
sion phase is improved but the required overhead (the energy consumption) for 
the sensor selection and beamforming also increases. This trade-off and its the 
analyses in this chapter can be used as a guideline to decide the optimal number 
of active sensors for the distributed beamforming as illustrated by our numerical 
results.
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Conclusions and Future Works
In this thesis, we proposed a number of distributed scheduling schemes for the 
wireless communication systems assuming the cross layer design context. We 
considered an uplink random access network in which multiple users communicate 
with a common base station (BS) over a shared transmission medium. In addition, 
we performed a comprehensive study of the splitting based multiuser selection 
algorithms which are considered to be simple, effective, and scale well with the 
network size.
First, we investigated the effect of the channel memory in the channel aware 
ALOHA system. For a simple correlation model of the communication channels 
between the users and the BS, a reservation-type protocol was proposed. Various 
Markovian models were used to capture the behavior of the system. The average 
throughput of the system was obtained using the Markov Analysis technique and 
we showed that the proposed reservation protocol can achieve better performance 
by reducing the probability of transmission collisions.
Second, in order to improve the efficiency of the Opportunistic Multichannel 
ALOHA (OMC-ALHOA) scheme, we proposed a simple extension to the trans­
mission policy that exploits the idle channels. The basic idea is to allow the 
users who have sufficiently good channel conditions to access these idle channels
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and achieve better resources utilization. The performance analysis showed that, 
theoretically, the maximum system throughput can be improved by up to 63% 
in the asymptotic case. Through the numerical results, it can be seen that a 
significant gain is achieved even when the system consists of a small number of 
users. Moreover, as the number of users increases, the system performance also 
improves at the same rate with the centralized scheme, which shows that both the 
multiuser and the multichannel diversities are preserved in the proposed scheme.
Third, we considered a generalized version of the splitting based multiuser 
selection algorithm (MSA) in a probabilistic view. In the asymptotic case, we 
showed that the average duration and the expected number of transmissions are 
given in the form of a functional equation, similar to the analysis of the colli­
sion resolution algorithm [12, 13, 14]. Subject to some contraction conditions, 
the solution of the functional equation can be obtained, which provided approxi­
mations of the expectations of both measures of interest in a system with many 
users. These results shed light to the design problems in choosing the parameters 
for the algorithm when considering the delay and the overhead jointly. A typical 
example is to optimize the parameters that minimize a weighted sum of the mea­
sures of interest. Illustrative examples supported by the numerical results were 
used to show the benefits of optimally choosing the parameters for the different 
design purposes. In addition, we derived the lower bounds of the expected num­
ber of slot and the expected number of transmissions required by the algorithms. 
These bounds capture the behavior of these measures as the number of users to 
be selected q increases, and they are particularly useful if q is considered as the 
main design parameter.
Last but not least, we demonstrated application of the generalized splitting 
based MSA in a study of the energy efficiency in a wireless sensor network with 
the distributed beamforming. Assuming the scenario that multiple sensors have 
identical sensing information and would like to cooperatively transmit signals to
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a fusion center, we proposed a transmission scheme consisting of four phases. 
Importantly, our proposal considers a new sensor selection phase that physically 
selects the best sensors for the cooperative transmission and also maximizes the 
energy efficiency. Our analysis has shown that there is a tradeoff between the 
energies required for the sensor selection plus the beamforming phases and the 
energies required for the cooperative transmission phase in deciding the number 
of sensors to be selected. This observation was captured by the numerical and 
simulation results, which provide a design guideline for the energy savings and 
prolonging the network lifetime.
From the results presented in this work, the following extensions are possible.
• In the reservation scheme that we studied in Chapter 3, we assume that the 
channel is reserved for as long as the reserving user is still in a “GOOD” 
condition. The proposed scheme does have a side effect. Once the user 
reserves the channel, other users have to wait for the channel to be released 
before they can start contending for the channel, thereby causing a delay. 
In a delay constrained application, this side effect is undesirable and shall 
be avoided. One possible extension is to study a congestion control scheme 
which takes into account the number of packets in the system. In this case, 
the users adaptively decide to reserve or release the channel depending on 
the length of the queues.
• In principle, the reservation-type protocol in Chapter 3 aims at reducing the 
probability of collision while the proposed scheme for a multichannel system 
in Chapter 4 improves the resource utilization by exploiting idle channels. 
Considering to reduce the collisions and exploit idle channels jointly could 
be an interesting study in a OMC-ALOHA framework.
• In this thesis, we only consider a standard collision model. There have 
been many other models and distributed schemes studied with the multi-
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packet reception (MPR) capability. In future work, the schemes can be 
investigated in conjunction with the MPR.
• For the MSA, we noted that the computational complexity of the analytical 
formulas is rather high when the number of users to be selected is relatively 
large. Although the lower bounds were derived and were proved to be useful, 
it is desirable to capture the behavior of the main measures in more simple 
and (hopefully) linear approximate forms.
• Furthermore, we noted that there is a close connection between the MSA 
and the collision resolution algorithm (CRA). Therefore, other variations 
suggested for the CRA such as a V-ary splitting and tree pruning could be 
applied and shall be investigated with multiuser selection.
• Finally, we demonstrated the application of the novel MSA with an en­
ergy efficient distributed beamforming scheme in a wireless sensor network. 
A clear future research direction is to propose and study other practical 
application scenarios employing such distributed multiuser selection.
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Appendix A  
Markov Chain
A .l  Introduction
A Markov chain is a stochastic process with the Markov property, namely that, 
the conditional probability distribution of future states of the process depends 
only upon the present state but not on the sequence of events that preceded it. 
The changes of state of the system (the Markov chain) are called transitions and 
the probabilities associated with various state-changes are called the transition 
probabilities.
Usually, a Markov chain is defined as a random process which is being in 
a certain state at a given step (time) and the state of the process is changing 
randomly between steps (i.e., a discrete-time Markov chain). In this case, a 
formal definition for Markov chain can be as follows.
Definition 3 A Markov process is a sequence of random variables X i ,X 2,X 3 . . .  
taking valuable in state space X such that
Pr{ATn+i =  x \X i = . . . ,  X n =  x n} =  Pr{An-|-i =  ;r|An =
The state space X is often considered to be discrete (and countable). The 
terminology M arkov C hain  is, however, also used for stochastic process with
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Markov property where the state space is continuous or ’’time” can take con­
tinuous values [84]. Note that, the discussion about Markov chain in this ap­
pendix only concentrates on the discrete-time discrete-state-space case, in which, 
a Markov chain can be completely characterized by a state space cX  and all the 
transition probabilities.
Since the system (i.e., the Markov chain) changes randomly, it is generally 
impossible to predict with certainty the state of a Markov chain at a given point 
in the future. However, the statistical properties of the system’s future can be 
predicted. In many applications, it is these statistical properties that are impor­
tant.
A .2 C oncepts and Properties
A .2.1 S ta te  Transition
Consider a discrete time Markov chain X  that is being in state i initially. Let 
the single-step transition probability from state i to j  is
The n-step transition probabilities satisfy the Chapman-Kolmogorov equa­
tion [84], that is, for any k such that 0 < k < n,
Pij = Pr{Xi =  j \X a =  i} (A.2)
and the probability of going from state i to state j  in n steps is
p<;> =  Pr{X„ =  i |X 0 =  i}. (A.3)
(A.4)
rex
where X is the state space of the Markov chain.
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Assume that the state space X is finite, the one step transition probability 
distribution can be represented by a matrix P, called the transition matrix, with 
the (i, j ) th  element of P  equal to p^. Since each row of P sums to one and all 
elements are non-negative, P is a right stochastic matrix.
The Markov chain is said to be (discrete) time homogeneous if
Pij = Pr{X&+i =  j \X k = i} andp \ f  = Pr{X fc+n =  j \ X k = z}, (A.5)
that is, transition probabilities depend on elapsed time, not absolute time. In this 
case, the transition matrix P  is the same after each step so the k-step transition 
probability can be computed as the k-th  power of the transition matrix, P k .
A .2.2 R ed u cib ility  and P eriod ic ity
A state j  is said to be a c c e s s ib le  from a state i (written i —> j)  if a system 
started in state i has a non-zero probability of transitioning into state j  at some 
point. Formally, state j  is accessible from state i if there exists an integer n > 0 
such that
Pr{X„ =  j \X 0 =  *} =  p%> > 0. (A.6 )
A state i is said to gcommunicate with state j  (written i -H- j)  if both i —> j  
and j  i. A set of states C is a communicating class if every pair of states in C 
communicates with each other, and no state in C communicates with any state 
not in C. A communicating class is closed if the probability of leaving the class 
is zero, namely that if i is in C but j  is not, then j  is not accessible from i.
A state i is said to be gessential if for all j  such that i —> j ,  it is also true 
that j  i. A state i is in e s s e n t ia l  if it is not essential [85].
Furthermore, a Markov chain is said to be ir r e d u c ib le  if its state space is a 
single communicating class. In other words, it is possible to get to any state from 
any state with an irreducible Markov chain.
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A state i has p erio d  k if any return to state i must occur in multiples of k 
time steps. Formally, the period of a state is defined as
k = gcd{n : p \ f  > 0 } (A.7)
where “gcd” is the greatest common divisor. Note that even though a state has 
period k, it may not be possible to reach the state in k steps. For example, 
suppose it is possible to return to the state in {6 , 8 , 1 0 , 1 2 , . . . } steps; k would be 
2 , even though 2  does not appear in this list.
If k = 1, then the state is said to be aperiodic, i.e., the returns to the state i 
can occur at irregular times. In other words, a state i is aperio d ic  if there exists 
n  such that for all n' > n,
Otherwise (k i  1), the state is said to be period ic  with period k.
Finally, a state i is called absorbing if it is impossible to leave this state. 
Therefore, the state i is absorbing if and only if pa = 1 and = OVz ^  j .  If 
every state can reach an absorbing state, then the Markov chain is an absorbing 
Markov chain.
A .2.3 R ecurrence and E rgodicity
A state i is said to be tra n s ie n t if, given that we start in state i, there is a 
non-zero probability that we will never return to i. Formally, let the random 
variable Ti be the first return time to state i (the hitting time):
Pr{Xn, = i|Xo = i}= p |.n') >0- (A.8 )
Ti = inf{n > 1 : X n = 1\X0 =  i}. (A.9)
In this case, the number = {Ti = n} is the probability that we return to
state i for the first time after n  steps. Therefore, state i is transient if
OO
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State i is re c u rre n t (or pers is ten t) if it is not transient. It can be shown 
that a state i is recurrent if and only if the expected number of visits to this state 
is infinite, i.e., Yl^LiPu^ = 00• Recurrent states have finite hitting time with 
probability 1 .
Note that, even if the hitting time is finite with probability 1, it need not 
have a finite expectation. The mean recurrence time M{ at state i is the expected 
return time
OO
Mi = E[Ti\ = ' £ n t i n ) .  (A .ll)
71= 1
State i is positive  recu rren t (or non-null p e rs is ten t)  if M* is finite; oth­
erwise, state i is null re c u rre n t (or null p e rs is ten t).
Finally, a state i is said to be ergodic if it is aperiodic and positive recurrent. 
If all states in an irreducible Markov chain are ergodic, then the chain is said to 
be ergodic. Nevertheless, a finite state irreducible Markov chain is ergodic if it 
has an aperiodic state. A chain that has the ergodic property if there’s a finite 
number N  such that any state can be reached from any other state in exactly N  
steps. In case of a fully connected transition matrix where all transitions have a 
non-zero probability, this condition is fulfilled with N  = 1 . A model with more 
than one state and just one out-going transition per state cannot be ergodic.
A .2.4 S tead y  S ta te  A nalysis and L im iting D istr ib u tion
Recall from subsection A.2 .1 , if the Markov chain is a time-homogeneous Markov 
chain, the process is completely characterized by a state space X and a single, 
time-independent transition matrix P . The non-negative vector I I  is called a 
stationary distribution if its entries n are sum to 1 and
7Tj = ^ 7 1 - ; ^ ,  (A.1 2 )
iex
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or in matrix notation II  =  IIP . In other words, the stationary distribution 
n  is a normalized (meaning that the sum of its entries is 1) left eigenvector of 
the transition matrix associated with the eigenvalue 1. Furthermore, by linear 
substitution of the matrix notation,
n  =  n p  =  i i p ,p  =  . . . ,  (A.1 3 )
n
n  can be alternatively viewed as a fixed point of the linear (hence continuous) 
transformation on the unit simplex associated with the matrix P . As any con­
tinuous transformation in the unit simplex has a fixed point, a stationary distri­
bution always exists, but is not guaranteed to be unique, in general. However, if 
the Markov chain is irreducible and aperiodic, then there is a unique stationary 
distribution II. Additionally, in this case P k converges to a rank-one matrix in 
which each row is the stationary distribution II, that is,
lim P k = i n ,  (A. 14)
k —t oo
where 1  is the column vector with all entries equal to 1 .
Note that, there has been no assumption on the starting distribution; the 
chain converges to the stationary distribution regardless of where it begins. Such 
n  is called the equ ilib rium  d is tr ib u tio n  of the chain.
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A ppendix B
Introduction to the Background 
of the M athem atics in Chapter 6
B .l  Functional Equation
Functional equations are equations of unknown functions instead of unknown 
numbers, that is, an equation of the form f ( x ,  y , z , . ..) = 0  , where /( .)  contains a 
finite number of independent variables, known functions, and unknown functions 
which are to be solved for. A notable example is the Cauchy’s functional equation
f { x  + y) == f ( x)  +  /(y ), (B.l)
of which, solutions to it are called additive functions. Over the rational numbers, 
it can be shown using elementary algebra that there is a single family of solutions, 
namely f ( x ) =  cx for any arbitrary rational number c . Over the real numbers, 
this is still a family of solutions; however there can exist other solutions that are 
extremely complicated.
Strictly, a functional equation is any equation that specifies a function in 
implicit form that cannot be simply reduced to algebraic equations. Often, the 
equation relates the value of a function (or functions) at some point with its values 
at other points. Many properties of functions can be determined by studying the
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types of functional equations they satisfy. For example, the gamma function T(.) 
satisfies the functional equations
r(* +  l) = zT(z).  (B.2)
The Riemanri zeta function also satisfies a functional equation, called the Rie- 
mann(’s) functional equation
C(s) =  2s7t(s_1) sin r (X ~  S)C(! ~  s )- (B-3)
Solving functional equations can be very difficult but there are some common 
methods. The main approach to solve the elementary functional equations is sub­
stitution. Induction is a useful technique to use when the function is only defined 
for rational or integer values. In dynamic programming a variety of successive ap­
proximation methods can be used to solve functional equation, including methods 
based on fixed point iterations.
B.2 Sem i-group
In mathematics, a sem i-group is an algebraic structure consisting of a set H  
together with an associative binary operation (•) that combines any two of its 
elements to form a third element. For example, in Chapter 6 , we encountered a 
semi-group of linear substitutions generated by functions cr*, i 6  {1 , 2 }, where
01 (Pc) =VsVc,
02(pc) =  (1 ~Ps)Pc- (B.4)
With this semi-group, operation is the composition of functions. For example, 
the simplest composition generates 3 elements of the semi-group, i.e.,
01 • 0 l ( P c )
0 1 • 0 2  (pc)
0 2  • 0 2  (pc)
=  PsPsPc  =  P 2sPc,
=  02  * 0 1  (P c )P a ( l  ~ P s ) P c ,
=  (1  -  P s ) {  1 -  Ps )P c  =  (1  -  P s ) 2P c • (B.5)
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Originally, the term semi-group is the generalization of the term group. In 
order to qualify as a group, the set and the operation must satisfy four conditions 
called the group axioms, namely closure, associativity, identity and invertibility, 
The semi-group, however, does not have the last condition , i.e., every element do 
not have to have an inverse (hence the name semi-group). Furthermore, a semi­
group might not have identity either. Those with an identity are often called 
m onoid, such as in our example of linear substitutions of functions above. In 
this specific case, there exists an identity element e(pc) =  pc and that
Note that, when working with the semi-group H  in Chapter 6 , we dropped 
the notation of the operator (•) in composing the elements and, hence, slightly 
abused the standard.
B.3 Entire Function
B .3 .1  D efin ition  and R epresen tation
An en tire  function , also called an in teg ra l function , is a function of one or 
more complex variables that is complex differentiable in a neighborhood of every 
point in the complex plane, except, possibly, at the point at infinity. In other 
words, an entire function is holom orphic over the whole complex domain 1.
Due to the fact that an entire function f ( z ) is complex analytic it can be 
expanded in a power series such as
xThe term analytic function is often used interchangeably with holom orphic function, 
although the term analytic is commonly used in a broader sense to describe any function (real, 
complex, or of more general type) that is equal to its Taylor series in a neighborhood of each 
point in its domain. It can be proved that any complex function differentiable (in the complex 
sense) in an open set is analytic. Thus, in complex analysis, the class of com plex analytic 
functions coincides with the class of holomorphic functions.
v k • £(Pc) =  c •  ok("Pc) =  <T*(pc). (B.6 )
OO
(B.7)
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where
(B.8 )
which converges in the whole complex plane, i.e.,
lim |a*|fc =  0 . (B.9)fc—>00
If f ( z ) ^  0 everywhere, then f ( z )  = ep z^\  where P (z ) is an entire function. If
there are finitely many points z\, Z2 , . . .  at which f ( z )  vanishes (these points are
is, again, an entire function. In the general case where f ( z )  has infinitely many 
zeros Z\,Z2 , • .. there is a product representation (The Weierstrass factorization 
theorem on infinite products [73])
where P (z ) is an entire function, a = 0 if /(0 ) ^  0, and a  is the multiplicity of 
the zero z = 0  if / ( 0 ) =  0 .
B .3 .2 P rop erties and C lassification
Every entire function can be represented as a power series that converges uni­
formly on compact sets (Taylor series expansion), that is, for any complex number
If conversely, such a power series converges for every complex value z, then the 
sum of the series is an entire function. Note that, the Weierstrass factorization 
theorem asserts that any entire function can be represented by a product involving 
its zeros.
Based on the Taylor series expansion, the entire functions may be divided in 
two disjoint classes
called the zeros of the function), then /(z ) = (z — Zi) . . .  {z — Zk)ep z^\  where P(z)
f ( z)  = ao + cn( z - z o )  + . . .
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1. The entire rational functions, i.e. polynomial functions; in their series 
expansion there is an no such that an = 0 V n > no-
2. The entire transcendental functions; in their series expansion one has 
a„ /  0 V n.
Note that the sum, the product and the composition of any two entire func­
tions are entire functions. The entire functions on the complex plane form an 
integral domain (the Prfer domain).
Liouville’s theorem [73] states that any bounded entire function must be con­
stant. Conversely, the non-constant entire functions are unbounded, i.e., if f ( z)  
is a non-constant entire function and if R  and M  are two arbitrarily great pos­
itive numbers, then there exist such points z that \z\ > R  and |/(^ ) | > M.  As 
a consequence of Liouville’s theorem, any function that is entire over the whole 
complex plane and the point at infinity is constant. Thus any non-constant entire 
function must have a singularity at the complex point at infinity, either a pole 
for a polynomial or an essential singularity for a transcendental entire function. 
Specifically, by the CasoratiWeierstrass theorem [73], for any transcendental en­
tire function f ( z )  and any complex w , there is a sequence (zm) with limm _>.00 =  oo 
and lim rn^ .00f ( z rn) =  i t ; ,  In a more descriptive way, /  comes arbitrarily close to 
any complex value in every neighbourhood of infinity.
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